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LEAVE MATTERS FOR THE NSW HEALTH SERVICE

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Policy Directive is to set out all leave procedures for the NSW Health Service.

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS

NSW Health organisations must comply with all the provisions and requirements set out in this Policy Directive concerning the management and availability of leave for staff employed in the NSW Health Service.

In applying this Policy Directive, regard should also be had to the relevant Industrial Award, which may contain more specific provisions. Where Award provisions differ from those in this policy, the relevant Award takes precedence.


Managing leave requests

Managers are responsible for the effective and efficient allocation of resources and ensuring that employees are able to access their leave entitlements as appropriate, subject to operational requirements.

When determining whether to approve leave, managers need to consider the duration and nature of the leave; operational and service requirements; the individual’s and the section’s leave liability; whether the position will need to be filled temporarily and how this may be accomplished fairly and equitably.

Managers must treat leave applications in a confidential manner and ensure any leave reports or documentation are kept secure.

Leave and secondary employment

The various types of leave outlined in this Policy are for specific situations, and must be taken for the purpose sought. For example, maternity, adoption and parental leave is to enable employees time prior to and after birth or adoption to care for and bond with their child/ren. Sick leave is granted to allow employees to recover from illness or injury.

Employees who take up any secondary employment during a period of paid leave must seek prior approval.

If an employee commences a period of extended leave, for example three months, secondary employment approvals should be evaluated. Failure to seek approval prior to undertaking secondary employment may be treated as a breach of the Code of Conduct, and managed accordingly.
IMPLEMENTATION

Chief Executives are required to ensure that this Policy Directive is communicated to, and implemented by all employees involved in the administration, management or approval of leave.
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1 BACKGROUND

1.1 About this document

This document summarises leave entitlements, administration and management for employees of the NSW Health Service. The entitlements vary and reflect differing Award provisions. This document summarises the main leave provisions as well as providing additional information on their application.

Key definitions

Health Service Senior Executive – as described in Part 3 of Chapter 9 of the Health Services Act 1997 as amended by the Government Sector Employment Legislation Amendment Act 2016.

NSW Health Service – all persons employed under Chapter 9, Part 1 of the Health Services Act 1997 in the NSW public health system.

NSW Health Agency – includes all public health organisations, the Ambulance Service of NSW and all other bodies and organisations within the public health system, where employees of the NSW Health Service are employed.

Government Sector – all of the following (other than any service in which employees are excluded by Section 5 of the Government Sector Employment Act 2013; the Public Service, the Teaching Service, the NSW Police Force, the NSW Health Service, the Transport Service of NSW, any other service of the Crown (including the service of any NSW government agency), the service of any other person or body constituted by or under an Act or exercising public functions (such as a State owned corporation), being a person or body that is prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of this definition.

Government Sector Service – in the case of the Public Service, a Public Service agency, or in the case of any other service in the government sector, the group of staff comprising the service or (subject to the regulations) any separate group of that staff.

Public Service – those persons employed under Part 4 of the Government Sector Employment Act 2013 by the Government of NSW in the service of the Crown, consisting of employees of Departments (Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Act), Executive agencies (Part 2 of Schedule 1) and Separate Public Service Agencies (Part 3 of Schedule 1). The Public Service does not include the NSW Health Service, and different leave provisions apply.

1.2 Legal and legislative framework

In addition to the Long Service Leave Act 1955 and the Annual Holidays Act 1944, Awards covering staff employed in the NSW Health Service contain leave provisions. It will often be necessary to refer to the relevant Award provisions. NSW Health also has an obligation under the Carer’s (Recognition) Act 2010 to demonstrate due regard to the NSW Carer’s Charter in human resource policies.
2  ANNUAL LEAVE

This section does not apply to Health Service Senior Executives.

2.1 Full time employees

In accordance with the Annual Holidays Act 1944 all full time employees are entitled to a minimum of four weeks’ annual leave in respect of each completed year of service.

The relevant Award should be checked to determine entitlements to additional annual leave. Temporary employees receive annual leave on the same basis as permanent employees. Employees employed for less than 12 months are paid the monetary value of pro rata annual leave at the conclusion of their engagement if not taken during the period of employment.

2.2 Part time employees

Two types of part time employees are employed in the NSW Health Service. Each group has different annual leave entitlements.

Permanent part time employees are entitled to the same annual leave provisions as full time employees in the proportion that their ordinary hours of work bear to full time hours. This includes an entitlement to the provisions for additional annual leave for working on Sundays and public holidays where relevant.

Part time employees who receive an adjusted hourly rate (commonly referred to as “old part time employees”) are entitled to the provisions of the Annual Holidays Act 1944.

Old part time employees are entitled to four weeks annual leave per year based on the number of hours worked per week; they are not entitled to the additional annual leave of up to one week that may accrue to other employees working on Sundays and public holidays. The relevant Award should be checked for additional provisions for old part time employees.

2.3 Payment on termination

The Annual Holidays Act 1944 provides that on termination an employee is entitled to payment in lieu of all annual leave accrued but not taken. It does not affect the obligation of an employer to give, and an employee to take, annual holidays in accordance with the Act. Should annual leave not be taken as required, an employee forfeits the right to take the entitlement as leave but retains the right to payment in lieu of such leave upon termination if not taken during the period of employment.

An employee whose employment terminates prior to the expiration of a period of 12 months from their date of appointment or their last anniversary date of appointment, shall be entitled to a pro rata payment for annual leave, such payment to be calculated on the basis of 1/12th of the employee’s ordinary pay for that period of employment.
per month of employment. Temporary employees are also entitled to payment of the monetary value of pro rata annual leave at the conclusion of each engagement.

Some Awards include additional provisions related to the pro rata payment of annual leave on termination (for example, the Public Health System Nurses’ and Midwives’ (State) Award).

Where a terminating employee is receiving workers compensation payments for part of the period since annual leave last fell due, the employee’s pro rata payment in respect of annual leave is to be calculated on the basis of the ordinary pay for the whole of the period in question.

### 2.4 Taking of accrued annual leave

Generally, annual leave accrues at the end of each year of employment. If the relevant manager and employee agree, the annual leave may be taken wholly or partly in advance.

The Annual Holidays Act 1944 provides that annual leave “shall be taken by the worker before the expiration of a period of six months after the date upon which the right to such holiday accrues”. This provision is binding upon the employer unless the particular Award states otherwise.

Some NSW Health Service Awards refer to the Annual Holidays Act 1944 and so the provision described above applies. Other Awards set out provisions for the taking of leave, usually that annual leave must be given and taken within six months of it becoming due but that deferral for a further six months may occur by mutual agreement. Relevant Awards should be checked to determine what provisions are applicable.

Payment in lieu of annual leave is not permitted except in respect of accrued leave due at the date of termination of services, or where there are Award provisions enabling additional annual leave to be “paid out”.

### 2.5 Managing excess accrued annual leave

It is recognised that there may, on occasions, be sound reasons for deferring the taking of accrued leave entitlements (e.g. necessity for key staff to be available for particular duties at specific times, etc.) however annual leave credits of all employees should be regularly reviewed to ensure that, where necessary, leave accrued from previous years is taken without delay. This includes additional annual leave.

The Ministry of Health requires the reduction of annual leave balances of “more than 30 days”. This reflects the requirements of Treasury Circular TC16/03 Managing Accrued Recreation Leave Balances.

Daily hours are to be used for the purpose of calculating excessive leave, for example 7.6 hours for 38 hour week employees; 7 hours for 35 hour week employees etc.
2.5.1 Change in hours of work

Where an employee changes their hours of work from full time to permanent part time, or from part time to permanent full time, managers may enquire about the employee’s leave balances and can discuss options with them to attempt, where possible, to minimise any excess annual leave liability prior to commencing the changed hours of work.

2.5.2 Recruiting employees within NSW Health

Employees moving between Divisions of the NSW Health Service retain the same employer. Therefore all leave entitlements transfer and annual leave balances cannot be paid out. However prior to commencement of an employee with the new Health agency, the hiring manager can enquire about the employee’s leave balance and can discuss options with them to attempt, where possible, to minimise any excess annual leave liability they bring to the new agency. This may include:

- Delaying start date, asking the individual to take annual leave with their current organisation prior to separation from their previous role
- Reminding the employee of the option of cashing in “additional leave” prior to leaving their previous organisation
- Drawing up a leave plan to reduce their balance transferred from the other organisation upon commencement of duty.

2.5.3 Taking of excess accrued annual leave

Subject to Award conditions, managers may direct employees on leave, with appropriate notice, as part of the management of excessive annual leave balances.

While pro rata annual leave is required by the Ministry to be included in the calculation of excess annual leave, an employee is not to be directed to take pro rata annual leave without their express consent.

2.6 Notice of Annual Leave

In most cases employees should be given not less than one month’s notice of the date on which they should commence annual leave. The Operational Ambulance Officers (State) Award and the Operational Ambulance Managers (State) Award provide that at least six months’ notice shall be given.

Employees should submit an application for leave for appropriate approval at least one month prior to the commencement of the leave.

2.7 Re-crediting of annual leave in case of sickness

Periods of less than one week shall not be re-credited for an employee who is sick while on annual leave.

Employees who are incapacitated for one week or more while on annual leave may apply to have the period of incapacity re-credited to their annual leave entitlement and
debited against any accrued sick leave entitlement. This provision does not apply to employees on leave prior to retirement, resignation or termination.

Such an application must be supported by a medical certificate stating the period of incapacity, and the employee must have an untaken sick leave entitlement. Where such entitlement is less than the total of the period for which a claim is made, the re-credit of annual leave shall not exceed the available sick leave.

2.8 Public Holidays and Annual Leave

The Annual Holidays Act 1944 states that where any special or public holiday to which the employee is entitled occurs during their four weeks of annual leave, their leave shall be increased by one day or one half day in respect of the special or public holiday.

Some Awards also contain provisions relating to public or special holidays during periods of leave.

These provisions also apply in cases for periods of additional leave.

2.9 Accrual of Annual Leave during Leave Without Pay

Periods of leave without pay in excess of 28 calendar days are not to be counted as service for the purpose of accrual of annual leave.

2.10 Relieving in Higher Grade Prior to Taking Annual Leave

Employees who have acted continuously for one year or more in one or more roles at a higher grade, and who continue to act in a higher graded role are eligible for payment of the higher duties allowance for any annual leave which is taken during the further period of higher duties.

Some Awards include different provisions related to relieving in higher grade duties prior to taking annual leave (for example, the Public Health System Nurses’ and Midwives’ (State) Award).

2.11 Annual Leave Loading and Shift Allowances and Weekend Penalties while on Annual Leave

Entitlements to be paid Annual Leave Loading and Shift and Weekend Penalties for annual leave are contained in the Annual Holidays Act 1944 and the provisions of the relevant Award. Reference needs to be made to both to determine exact entitlements. Those entitlements take precedence over the provisions of this Policy.

Without limiting this exclusion, the annual leave loading provisions described in this section do not apply to employees under the Ambulance Service of New South Wales Administrative and Clerical Employees (State) Award, the Operational Ambulance Managers (State) Award or the Operational Ambulance Officers (State) Award. Reference should be made to the relevant Award provisions referred to in this paragraph.
2.11.1 Leave Loading

Where the applicable awards do not classify employees as day workers or shift workers, leave loading applies. Unless otherwise provided in the applicable Award, the method of calculating and paying annual leave loading is set out below. However, individual Awards should also be examined to ascertain the exact annual leave loading provisions applicable to particular employees.

1) Employees, other than shift workers, shall be granted an annual leave loading equivalent to 17½% of four weeks' ordinary salary, subject to point 2 below.

2) The maximum annual leave loading payable is an amount equivalent to 17½% of four weeks' ordinary salary using the maximum Clerk Grade 12 public service salary.

3) Where annual leave is taken in broken periods, the annual leave loading and the maximum amount are calculated pro rata for the broken period in the same proportion as the period of annual leave taken bears to four weeks.

4) Before employees are given and take their annual holiday or where, by agreement between the employer and the employee, the annual holiday is given and taken in more than one period, then before each such separate period, the employer shall pay the employee a loading determined in accordance with the provisions of this subclause (Note: this subclause does not apply where an employee takes an annual holiday wholly or partly in advance – see point 8 below).

5) The loading is payable in addition to the pay for the period of holiday given and taken and due to the employee under the Annual Holidays Act 1944 or an Award.

6) The loading is to be calculated in relation to any period of annual “holiday” or “leave” to which the employee becomes entitled and where such a holiday is given and taken in separate periods, then in relation to each such separate period.

7) The loading is the amount payable for the period or the separate period, as the case may be, at the rate per week of 17½% of the appropriate ordinary weekly time rate of pay prescribed by Award, agreement or determination for the classification in which the employee is employed, subject to the maximum amount of loading not exceeding the amount specified in point 2 above.

8) No loading is payable to an employee who takes an annual “holiday” or “leave: wholly or partly in advance; provided that, if their employment continues until the day when they would have become entitled under the Annual Holidays Act 1944 or an Award to an annual “holiday” or “leave”, the loading then becomes payable in respect of the period of such holiday and is to be calculated in accordance with point 7 above, applying the Award rates of pay payable on that day.
9) The annual leave loading is not payable when an employee is paid the monetary value of annual leave to the employee’s credit on resignation.

10) Employees who cease working in the NSW Health Service and who commence working immediately in another government sector agency may be entitled to transfer their annual leave loading entitlement under the government sector mobility arrangements. See Section 18 (Staff Mobility) for more information.

Employees who move between the NSW Health Service and a non-declared affiliated health organisation and who are entitled to elect to transfer their annual leave to the new employer will also have their annual leave loading entitlement transferred. See Section 18 (Staff Mobility).

11) Employees who transfer between Divisions of the NSW Health Service will retain their accrued annual leave loading entitlements, as there is no capacity to have annual leave paid out.

12) Upon retirement or termination by the employer for any reason other than misconduct, an employee who has qualified for an annual leave loading by completing 12 months’ service, but who has not taken annual leave since so qualifying, shall be paid the loading which would have been payable had such leave been taken. This also applies in circumstances where employment is terminated due to the death of an employee.

No payment is made for proportionate annual leave loading in respect of periods of employment less than 12 months.

13) Trainees who are employed for the purpose of completing a training course leading to a qualification which allows the employee to be employed in a trained capacity, and employees covered by the Public Hospital Medical Officers Award whose employment terminates are entitled to the payment of the annual leave loading in accordance with point 12 above.

14) Provided that where such trainee or medical officer:

   a. Has no annual leave due at the time of termination by reason of having taken it in advance

   b. Did not receive any annual leave loading payment at the time of taking such leave then such a trainee or medical officer shall be entitled on termination to the payment of an annual leave loading equivalent to that which would have been received under point 13 above had the annual leave not been taken in advance.

15) Broken service during a year does not attract the annual leave loading, e.g. if an employee resigns and is subsequently re-employed during the same year, only the service from the date of re-employment attracts the annual leave loading subject to the foregoing conditions.
16) The annual leave loading is to be calculated on the ordinary salary or wage rate payable for the leave when taken, i.e. new rates granted by Award, determination, increment, etc., during the period of leave are to be taken into account unless otherwise prescribed and, if necessary, retrospective adjustment of the loading is to be made.

The rate of payment shall not include any other allowances, penalty or disability rates, commission, bonuses, incentive payments, overtime rates or any other payments prescribed by Awards. An exception to this is in relation to Skilled Trades classifications where some allowances may be included when calculating the annual leave loading.

17) Part time employees who satisfy the foregoing conditions are eligible for the annual leave loading.

18) The annual leave loading is not payable to trainees who are paid by way of allowance and not by salary or wages.

2.11.2 Payment of Shift Allowances and Weekend Penalties

Many health awards classify employees as day workers or shift workers. They provide that shift workers are entitled to either an annual leave loading as set out in subclause 2.11.1 or the shift allowances and weekend penalty rates relating to ordinary time (other than in respect of public holidays) that they would have earned had they not taken the annual leave, whichever is the more favourable.

Each Award should be checked to determine the maximum period of annual leave on which shift and weekend penalties can be paid. Under some Awards, it does not apply to the additional annual leave of up to one week that accrues for work on Sundays and/or public holidays. Shift and weekend penalty rates are not payable on annual leave that an employee elects to receive in lieu of penalty rates for working on public holidays.

2.11.3 Employees who work shifts that attract the payment of Penalties

The interaction of the Annual Holidays Act and Award provisions is as follows:

The effect of the Annual Holidays Act is that ‘seven day shift workers’ who regularly work on Sundays and public holidays and who perform their ordinary hours of work spread evenly across the seven days of the week are entitled to be paid their ordinary time rate of pay including shift allowances and weekend penalties (other than in respect of public holidays) that would have been payable if the employee had not taken the annual leave.

Where an employee is not a seven day shift worker as defined above, and regularly works on Sundays and is entitled under the applicable Award to additional leave for working Sundays, the provisions of subclause 2.11.1 as to the payment of leave loading applies.
Where an employee is not a seven day shift worker as defined above, and does not regularly work on Sundays, he or she is entitled to be paid their ordinary time rate of pay including the shift allowances and weekend penalties (other than in respect of public holidays) that would have been payable if the employee had not taken the annual leave.

3 SICK LEAVE

Employees are eligible for sick leave when ill or injured. Sick leave is not to be used when absences are not connected with ill health or injury.

Sick leave absences require active management to ensure that:

- In line with work health and safety obligations, employees who are ill or injured do not pose a risk to their own health, safety or wellbeing, nor to those of others at the workplace.
- There is minimum disruption to service provision, and organisational viability is secured.
- Employee entitlements are appropriately managed.
- Attendance at the workplace is encouraged.

This section does not apply to Health Service Senior Executives.

3.1 Sick Leave Eligibility

3.1.1 Sick leave eligibility and accrual

Subject to the exemptions below, an employee is eligible for paid sick leave when they:

- Are incapacitated in the performance of duties by a physical or psychological illness, an injury, or an illness or injury associated with pregnancy or childbirth (but not pregnancy/childbirth itself); or
- Risk further impairment to their health by reporting for duty; or
- Undergo treatment by a registered health service provider as specified under Evidence of Sickness or incapacity where an appointment could not be obtained outside their normal working hours; or the treatment was urgently needed; or they are attending legitimate therapy, training, counselling or rehabilitation and provide evidence of need and attendance; or
- Would, as determined by the relevant manager under the advice of a registered medical practitioner, jeopardise the health, well-being or safety of others by their presence in the workplace, for example by exposing other staff to a communicable disease.

Exemptions:

- Casual employees have no entitlement to paid sick leave.
- Any absence for reasons of sickness or incapacity in the first three months of employment will be regarded as sick leave without pay. There is no provision for the back-pay of sick leave taken in the first three months of service once the employee becomes eligible for paid sick leave.
Note: This does not apply where an employee is able to transfer entitlements under the provisions outlined in Section 18, (i.e. moving between the NSW Health Service and other NSW government sector services) or for employees transferring within the NSW Health Service\(^1\) who maintain their accumulated sick leave balance regardless of which Division they are currently working in.

After the first three months of service

Employees become eligible for a full year’s entitlement of paid sick leave on the first day of the fourth month of employment. In subsequent years further paid sick leave is available on the anniversary of employment.

Paid sick leave is cumulative and there is no limit to the total accumulation. The monetary value of accumulated paid sick leave is not payable on termination.

Leave without pay (including sick leave without pay and maternity, adoption or parental leave without pay) in excess of 28 consecutive calendar days does not count as service for the purposes of sick leave accrual.

**Full-time employees**

Individual Awards must be consulted to determine the amount of paid sick leave available.

**Transferred public service employees**

The sick leave entitlements of employees who transfer from the NSW Public Service to the NSW Health Service are dealt with at Schedule 3 of the *Health Administration Act 1982*.

**Part-time employees**

Part time employees are eligible for paid sick leave on a pro rata basis.

**Temporary employees**

Temporary employees employed for periods not exceeding 13 weeks have no entitlement to paid sick leave.

Temporary exempt employees engaged for a continuous period in excess of 13 weeks are entitled to sick leave in the same manner as permanent full-time and part time employees.

3.1.2 Payment for Sick Leave Taken

**All employees**
Sick leave is to be paid at the ordinary rate of pay. Penalty rates (including public holiday penalties), shift allowances, and any other additional allowances are not to be included in payment for sick leave.

The Public Hospital (Career Medical Officers) (State) Award and the Public Hospital (Medical Officers) Award provide that full pay for the purpose of sick leave includes uniform allowance where payable.

**Part time employees**

Part time employees who receive a part time loading are entitled to their part time loading on any paid sick leave. The part time loading is also payable where an employee rostered to work a weekend shift takes paid sick leave (the weekend penalties are not payable).

**Public holidays**

An employee who is rostered for duty on a public holiday but takes sick leave is not entitled to any of the usual benefits associated with public holidays. If they are eligible for paid sick leave, they will be paid one day’s sick leave, and their sick leave balance will be debited for the number of rostered hours.

**Debit of sick leave – 38-hour week**

For employees employed under a 38-hour week agreement, sick leave is credited at 76 hours per year. For all employees (other than those employed under the conditions of the Public Health Service Employees Skilled Trades (State) Award, which should be referred to in respect of these employees) leave is to be debited on the basis of the actual hours rostered to be worked.

In addition, subject to special conditions a further four hours’ sick leave may be available. In summary, once the 76-hour entitlement has been exhausted in any one year and no entitlement has been carried over from previous years, an additional four hours is to be paid even though no credit exists. This concession is granted only for those employees whose Award provides for a 38-hour week.

### 3.1.3 Sick leave without pay

Employees may take sick leave without pay if they have exhausted their paid sick leave entitlement, noting that an employee can elect to use other forms of paid leave in these circumstances. Sick leave without pay counts as service for the accrual of:

- Annual leave
- Long service leave provided the employee has completed at least 10 years’ service
- Further sick leave with pay, provided such leave will not be granted during the currency of the sick leave without pay

**Unless** sick leave without pay **exceeds** 28 calendar days. Refer to Subsection 8.3.2 – Other Leave.
An absence on sick leave without pay must be supported by a medical certificate. Sick leave without pay will be taken into account for the management of an employee’s sick leave record.

### 3.2 Managing sick leave

The mandatory requirements for sick leave management are supported by the Information Sheets “Better Practice for Sick Leave Management” and “Better Practice Checklist for Sick Leave Management” (available on the [NSW Health Intranet](https://www.nswhealthintranet.com.au)).

Agency procedures for managing sick leave must reflect the following elements:

- There must be systems to track, report and manage the taking of sick leave. This includes when other forms of leave are taken to cover for sickness absence (e.g. sick leave without pay, annual leave, or long service leave).
- Managers must monitor and review sick leave absence levels. For example, conducting a return to work interview is one way to understand reasons for sick leave and how best to support employees in managing their illness or injury.

All employees must be made aware of the sick leave policy and procedures, including how sick leave is to be notified (having regard to requirements contained in some Awards), to whom and when absences are to be reported, the need to complete leave forms for sick leave absences and the circumstances in which medical certificates are required.

#### 3.2.1 Notification of absence

Employees should, where possible, notify of their absence prior to or at the beginning of the day of absence or rostered shift. Supervisors/managers are responsible to set and communicate expectations regarding notification of sick leave. While they are the primary contact for notification, they should identify other appropriate person(s) and/or positions of a senior capacity to be secondary contacts in circumstances where they are unavailable.

Employees are required to make contact with their supervisor/manager or secondary contact, and should indicate the reason for absence and estimated length of sick time. Employees should make contact personally, except in circumstances where the illness/injury prevents them from doing so. In these cases, an appropriate person should contact the manager on the employee’s behalf.

#### 3.2.2 Evidence of sickness and incapacity

Evidence of sickness and incapacity is usually not required for absences of two days or less, unless there are particular circumstances involved, including where excessive sick leave is being actively managed.

For periods of sick leave of up to one week, evidence of sickness and incapacity is required and must be signed by an appropriate registered health service provider (refer to the Information Sheet for the list of acceptable registered health service providers) or other person listed in the relevant Award.
For periods of sick leave that exceed one week, the evidence of sickness and incapacity must be in the form of a medical certificate from a registered medical practitioner.

Generally, medical certificates or other evidence should indicate the date on which the employee was examined, provide an assessment of the level of the employee’s incapacity and the date the employee is likely to be able to return to work. Medical certificates or other evidence may also indicate whether an injured or partially incapacitated employee could return to work on reduced/altered duties, and which duties should not be undertaken on return.

### 3.2.3 Managing health and safety risks

Where managers are concerned that an employee has an illness or injury that may pose a risk to their own health or safety, or the health and safety of others at the workplace, available options include:

- Requesting the employee to provide medical advice from a registered medical practitioner
- Seeking the employee’s written consent to discuss their prognosis with the provider of the medical certificate
- Directing the employee to proceed on sick leave while medical advice is being sought
- Referring them for a medical assessment

Where an employee has no paid sick leave entitlement, they will proceed on sick leave without pay or they may be able to use any available annual or long service leave.

Where advice from a registered medical practitioner subsequently confirms that the employee is fit for duty, and a direction to proceed on leave was unnecessary, they must be re-credited with any paid leave taken or reimbursed for salary for any period of unpaid sick leave.

Where advice from a registered medical practitioner subsequently confirms that the employee is unfit for duty, reference should be made to Subsection 3.2.4 below and Procedures for Managing Non-Work Related Injuries or Health Conditions: https://www.psc.nsw.gov.au/employmentportal/whs.

Where an employee refuses to seek medical advice, the manager should discuss their duty of care and responsibilities under WHS legislation. As a last resort, the manager should refer the employee for medical assessment.

### 3.2.4 Managing long-term and/or serious illness/injury or incapacity

Agencies must have procedures that include steps for the management of long-term and/or serious illness or injury and incapacity, including requirements for regular contact with the employee and review points for assessing their capability of returning to pre-illness or injury duties. Such steps must include return to work programs and return to work interviews, with records of any agreed actions placed
on the employee’s personal file. Return to work programs should be available for employees with significant non-work related illnesses or injuries.

Where there are concerns about the employee’s fitness to carry out their duties, action may include seeking the employee’s written consent to discuss their prognosis with the provider of the medical certificate, or referring them for a further medical assessment. After the assessment, options may include, but are not limited to, return to work on normal or reduced hours/duties, job redesign, work in an alternative position temporarily or permanently, continued absence or medical retirement.


### 3.2.5 Review points for sick leave absences

There must be appropriate **review points** in place for sick leave absences, including, as a minimum, points assessing:

- Absences within the first three months of employment (where three separate absences without a medical certificate should be considered unsatisfactory)
- Frequent short term absences - managers may initiate discussions with the employee concerned after five separate unsupported absences prior to an unsatisfactory level (eight unsupported absences in any 12 months) being reached.
- Long term absences suggesting serious incapacity requiring a review of ongoing employment.
- Absences displaying trends, in which case managers may initiate discussions with employees once a trend has been identified, for example:
  - Periods of unsupported absences immediately before or after a public holiday
  - Approved leave or large amounts of sick leave taken prior to retirement or close to when the employee may work overtime.

In all cases, the employee concerned should be provided an opportunity to discuss their reasons for the absence levels. Appropriate documentation must be kept of any discussion or agreed actions following a review of an employee’s sickness absence record.

### 3.2.6 Managing sick leave absence concerns

Concerns about sick leave absences must be managed with due regard to procedural fairness for the employee, and with the use of non-disciplinary meetings with the employee in the first instance (including when counselling and/or advising a requirement to produce medical certificates for further absences, or referral for fitness or medical assessment if appropriate).

For continued unacceptable sick leave absences, two formal written warnings should be issued prior to consideration of any other disciplinary action. The following process should apply:
• Where there is improvement within six months of a first warning letter, the monitoring of attendance should revert to normal.
• Where no improvement is noted within six months of a warning letter, or a further two unsupported absences occur, a second warning letter should be issued (in the case of where absences occur during the first three months of employment, a further unsupported absence within three months should trigger the second warning letter).
• Where attendance remains unacceptable after the second letter, the record should be reviewed by an appropriately delegated officer and consideration given to other disciplinary action, including the possibility of termination.

Refer to the Information Sheet for information that must be included in warning letters and for circumstances where warnings may not be appropriate.

Formal warnings are not appropriate where the employee has a chronic illness, supported by medical certificates (refer to Subsection 3.2.4)

Formal warnings may not be appropriate where the employee’s overall attendance record has been considered satisfactory. It should be assessed whether the absences in the preceding year were a result of abnormal sick leave or indicate the commencement of a trend. It may be preferable to discuss the issue with the employee, and keep their attendance record under review to assess any improvement. The outcome of the discussion should be recorded.

3.2.7 Workers Compensation Issues

Where an employee suffers a work-related injury or illness, they are entitled to seek workers compensation. Sick leave should not be used as a substitute for workers compensation.

Pending determination of a claim under the Workers Compensation Act 1987, on production of an acceptable medical certificate, an employee can apply for weekly payments utilising accrued sick leave or annual leave until a workers compensation decision is made or accrued leave is extinguished. Should liability be accepted and payment of weekly benefits commenced, sick leave used shall be reinstated.

Where accrued annual leave is utilised, such leave will not be reinstated. In line with Section 49 of the Workers Compensation Act 1987, workers compensation weekly benefits will be paid to the employee in addition to the annual leave already paid. Injured employees should receive this advice at the lodgement of the claim so they can elect whether to utilise their annual leave balances.

NSW Health is committed to an employee’s recovery and will work with the employee and their nominated treating doctor to develop suitable duties to support their recovery whilst at work. It is accepted that the longer an injured worker is away from work, the less chance they have of returning to work. The early intervention process followed by NSW Health is a coordinated approach to address all issues that may be limiting a worker’s ability to return to work. For further information, employees should contact the Workers Compensation/Injury Management Team in their organisation.
Sick Leave “Top-Ups”

Should an employee apply for top-up of their weekly workers compensation benefit entitlements via paid sick leave, this should be granted, thus ensuring award provisions are being met as required.

Currently all Public Health Awards include the following provision:

> “An employee shall not be entitled to sick leave on full pay for any period in respect of which such employee is entitled to accident pay, or workers compensation; provided, however, that where an employee is not in receipt of accident pay, an employer shall pay to an employee, who has sick leave entitlements under this clause, the difference between the amount received as workers compensation, and full pay. The employee’s sick leave entitlement under this clause shall for each week during which such difference is paid, be reduced by the proportion of hours which the difference bears to full pay. On the expiration of available sick leave, weekly compensation payments only shall be payable.”

4 FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES LEAVE AND PERSONAL CARERS LEAVE

This section does not apply to Health Service Senior Executives or to casual employees.

4.1 Family and Community Services Leave (FACS)

FACS leave is a leave option available to employees for the specific purpose of taking time off work to address unplanned and emergency personal issues relating to family commitments.

In addition, FACs leave may be granted to address community service responsibilities that may arise from time to time.

4.1.1 Granting of FACS leave

FACS leave is available to be granted to employees in unplanned or emergency situations that may include, but are not limited to, the following:

- On compassionate grounds, following the death of a family member (for example to arrange and/or attend a funeral of a relative)
- To care for a sick or elderly family member
- To accompany a relative to a medical appointment where there is an element of emergency
- Care of a child where usual arrangements have been disrupted
- Adverse weather conditions/natural disasters that give rise to issues of transport to work, or that threaten the employee’s or their family’s life and/or property. In circumstances where a natural disaster has been declared, and FACS leave is exhausted, also refer to Subsection 12.8.2 – Declared Emergencies
- Employees who are experiencing domestic violence (refer to Subsection 12.10)
- Employees prevented from attending their normal work location due to a major transport disruption.

FACS leave may be granted in the following circumstances where there is **not an element of emergency**. Where possible, non-emergency appointments or duties should be scheduled or performed outside of normal working hours.

- Attendance at court by the employee, if the reasons for the attendance are deemed by management to warrant the granting of FACS leave
- For HSU classifications, to accompany a relative to a medical appointment where there is no element of emergency
- Attendance at Parent teacher meetings and Education Week activities
- For reasons related to the performance of community service by the employee e.g. in matters relating to citizenship; to office holders in local government (other than as mayor) for attendance at meetings, conferences or other associated duties
- Representing Australia or NSW in a major amateur sport other than in the Olympic Games or Commonwealth Games. Provisions for leave to attend Commonwealth or Olympic games are set out in Subsection 12.6.

For the purpose of granting FACS leave, the terms **family and/or relative** refer to the following:

- A spouse or de facto spouse
- A person of the same sex living with the employee as a de facto partner in a genuine domestic relationship
- A child, including an adopted child, stepchild, foster child, ex-nuptial child, or a child of the employee’s spouse or partner
- A parent, step parent, a foster parent, legal guardian, grandparent, grandchild or sibling of the employee or of the employee’s spouse or partner, or
- Any person who lives in the employee’s household and who is related by blood, by adoption, or by marriage or affinity to the employee or the employee’s spouse or partner.

Applications for FACS leave are to include the reason(s) for the absence and the employer may require that supporting documentation be provided, in order for proper consideration to be given to the employee’s request. Relevant documentation could include a medical certificate, statutory declaration or funeral notice in cases of bereavement.

**4.1.2 FACS entitlement**

The maximum amount of FACS leave on full pay that may be granted to an employee is:

- Three working days during the first year of service, commencing on and from 1 January 1995, and thereafter six working days in any period of two years; or
b. One working day, on a cumulative basis effective from 1 January 1995, for each year of service after two years’ continuous service, minus any period of FACS leave already taken by the employee since 1 January 1995;

Whichever method provides the employee with the greater entitlement.

For the purposes of calculating entitlements under (a) or (b) above, a working day for full time employees working 38 hours per week shall be deemed to consist of 8 hours, and a working day for employees working 35 hours per week shall be deemed to consist of 7 hours. The rate at which FACS leave is paid out and utilised shall be on actual hours absent from the rostered shift.

FACS Leave is available to part time employees on a pro rata basis, based on the average number of hours worked per week, i.e. a working day shall consist of one-fifth of the employee’s average weekly hours during the preceding 12 months or during the employee’s period of employment whichever is the lesser period. Refer to the Information Sheet on the NSW Health Intranet for examples of FACS entitlements.

4.1.3 Additional FACS Leave for Bereavement Purposes

Where FACS Leave has been exhausted, additional paid FACS leave of up to two days may be granted on a discrete “per occasion” basis to an employee on the death of a relative or member of a household. Consideration of the employee’s individual circumstances should be taken into account when determining the amount of leave applicable.

4.1.4 Use of Other Leave Entitlements – FACS

An employee may be granted other leave entitlements for reasons related to family responsibilities, or community service by the employee. An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer, to take annual leave, long service leave or leave without pay.

4.2 Personal Carer’s Leave

Personal/carer’s leave allows for the flexible use of other leave entitlements (including sick leave) for employees to provide care and/or support for members of the employee’s family or household who are sick.

The personal/carer’s leave described in the section is available to permanent and temporary (full time and part time) staff but is not available to casual staff. Casual employees’ entitlements to personal carers leave are detailed in Subsection 4.4.

4.2.1 Personal Carer’s Entitlement

a. The entitlement to use sick leave in accordance with this clause is subject to the employee being responsible for the care and support of a person who is ill or injured and needs the employee’s care and support, and is:
   - A spouse of the staff member
• A de facto spouse, who, in relation to a person, is a person of the opposite sex to the first mentioned person who lives with the first mentioned person as the husband or wife of that person on a bona fide domestic basis although not legally married to that person
• A child or an adult child (including an adopted child, a step child, a foster child or an ex nuptial child), parent (including a foster parent and legal guardian), grandparent, grandchild or sibling of the staff member or spouse or de facto spouse of the staff member
• A same sex partner who lives with the staff member as the de facto partner of that staff member on a bona fide domestic basis
• A relative of the staff member who is a member of the same household.

b. An employee, other than a casual or other employee who receives a loading in lieu of sick leave, who has responsibilities in relation to a person who needs their care and support shall be entitled to use the untaken sick leave, from that year’s annual sick leave entitlement, to provide care and support for such persons when they are ill.

c. Sick leave accumulates from year to year. In addition to the current year’s grant of sick leave available under (b) above, sick leave untaken from the previous three years may also be accessed by an employee with responsibilities in relation to a person who needs their care and support.

d. In special circumstances, additional sick leave may be granted. This grant can only be taken from sick leave untaken prior to the period referred to in point (c) above.

e. The employee shall, if required, establish either by a medical certificate or statutory declaration that the illness of the person concerned requires care by another person. The employee has the right to choose the method by which the ground for leave is established, that is, by production of either a medical certificate or statutory declaration.

f. The employee is not required to state the exact nature of the relevant illness on either a medical certificate or statutory declaration.

g. The employee shall, wherever practicable, give notice prior to the absence of the intention to take leave, of the name of the person requiring care and that person’s relationship to the employee, the reasons for taking such leave and the estimated length of absence. If it is not practicable for the employee to give prior notice of absence, the employee shall notify the employer by telephone of such absence at the first opportunity on the day of absence.

In normal circumstances, the employee must not take personal carer’s leave where another person has taken leave to care for the same person.

The use of sick leave for personal/carer purposes would not usually be appropriate in cases where the person is under professional care, for example under professional care in hospital. However, consideration of the specific circumstances should be taken into
account, including supporting material from relevant clinicians, to determine eligibility to use personal carer’s leave in these situations.

4.2.2 Use of Other Leave Entitlements - Personal Carer’s Entitlement

An employee may elect, with the consent of the relevant manager, to take:

a. Annual leave at any time within a period of 24 months from the date at which it falls due

b. Long service leave

c. Leave without pay for the purpose of providing care and support to the person concerned.

4.3 Flexible Work Practice Alternatives to FACS or Personal /Carer’s Leave

As an alternative to, or in conjunction with FACS or personal/carer’s leave, there may be agreed work practices that permit employees to vary their work arrangements to enable them to combine paid employment with their family or community responsibilities.

Where practicable, policy and procedures as described in Subsection 4.3.1 regarding use of make-up time may, with the consent of the manager, be implemented which provide employees with the opportunity to:

- Be absent from the workplace for short periods of time (e.g. two hours) and be able to make up the time either earlier or later on the same day, or during the following week or month
- Exchange shifts or part shifts with co-workers
- Access to time off in lieu of overtime is for the purpose of caring for a prescribed person. The provisions at Subsection 4.3.2 regarding time in lieu of overtime are applicable only in relation to those employees who have an entitlement to overtime.

4.3.1 Use of Make-up Time

An employee may elect, with the consent of their manager, to work “make up time” where the employee takes time off during ordinary hours for family or community service responsibilities, and works those hours at another time, during the spread of ordinary hours provided in the relevant Award at the ordinary rate of pay.

An employee on shift work may elect, with the consent of the relevant manager to work “make-up time” (under which the employee takes time off during ordinary hours and works those hours at another time) at the shift work rate which would have been applicable to the hours taken off.

4.3.2 Time Off in Lieu of Payment of Overtime

a. An employee may elect, with the consent of their manager, to take time off in
lieu of payment of overtime at a time or times agreed within twelve months of
the said election.

b. Overtime taken as time off during ordinary time shall be taken at the
ordinary time rate, that is, one hour off for each hour of overtime worked.

c. If, having elected to take time as leave in accordance with point (a), the leave is
not taken for whatever reason, payment for time accrued at overtime rates shall
be made at the expiry of the twelve month period from the date the overtime
was worked, or earlier by agreement, or on termination.

d. Where no election is made in accordance with point (a), the employee shall be
paid overtime rates in accordance with the relevant industrial instrument.

4.4 Casual Employee Entitlements

4.4.1 Bereavement Entitlement

a. Casual employees are entitled to not be available to attend work or to leave
work upon the death in Australia of a relative or member of a household. The
employee and relevant manager shall agree on the period for which the
employee will be entitled to not be available to attend work. In the absence of
agreement, the employee is entitled to not be available to attend work for up to
48 hours (i.e. two days) per occasion. The casual employee is not entitled to
any payment for the period of non-attendance.

b. There must not be a failure to re-engage a casual employee because they
accessed the entitlements provided for in this part. The rights to engage or not
engage a casual employee are otherwise not affected.

4.4.2 Personal/Carer’s Entitlement

a. Subject to the evidentiary and notice requirements in points (e) – (g) of
Subsection 4.2.1, casual employees are entitled to not be available to attend
work, or to leave work if they need to care for a person concerned who is sick
and requires care and support, or who requires care due to an unexpected
emergency, or the birth of a child.

b. The employee and the relevant manager shall agree on the period for which the
employee will be entitled not to be available to attend work. In the absence of
agreement, the employee is entitled to not be available to attend work for up to
48 hours (i.e. two days) per occasion. A casual employee is not entitled to any
payment for the period of non-attendance.

c. There must not be a failure to re-engage a casual employee because they
accessed the entitlements provided for in this part. The rights to engage or not
to engage a casual employee are otherwise not affected.
5 MATERNITY, ADOPTION AND PARENTAL LEAVE

This section does not apply to Health Service Senior Executives or to casual employees.

The Awards contain comprehensive maternity, adoption and parental leave entitlements, and should be referred to for specific provisions, for example the Staff Specialists (State) Award has specific eligibility requirements.

5.1 Maternity Leave Entitlements

5.1.1 Paid Maternity Leave

Full time and permanent part time employees who have completed 40 weeks’ continuous service are entitled to 14 weeks’ paid maternity leave.

Temporary full time employees who have been employed for periods of 40 continuous weeks or more immediately prior to the expected date of birth of the child, are also entitled to paid maternity leave.

Paid maternity leave can commence up to 14 weeks before the anticipated date of birth of the child. The leave can be taken at full pay over 14 weeks or half pay over 28 weeks. Untaken paid maternity leave cannot be accrued for future periods of maternity leave.

5.1.2 Unpaid Maternity Leave

Full time and permanent part time employees who are entitled to paid leave are also entitled to a further period of unpaid maternity leave of up to 12 months from the date of birth of the child. Temporary full time employees are also entitled to unpaid maternity leave.

Full time and permanent part time employees who are not entitled to paid maternity leave, (i.e. they have not completed 40 weeks’ continuous service) are entitled to unpaid maternity leave of up to 12 months. Temporary full time employees are also entitled to unpaid maternity leave where they have not completed 40 weeks’ continuous service.

5.2 Adoption Leave Entitlements

Full time and permanent part time employees who are adopting a child and are to be the primary care giver of the child are entitled to adoption leave. Temporary full time employees are entitled to adoption leave.

Adoption leave applies:

• Where the child is under 12 months of age – not more than 12 months from the date of taking custody of the child
• Where the child is over 12 months of age – not more than 12 months from the date of taking custody with the period of leave to be agreed between the employee and relevant manager.

The primary care giver is the parent who assumes primary responsibility for the care of the child.
5.2.1 Payment for Adoption Leave

Full time and permanent part time employees who have completed 40 weeks’ continuous service are entitled to payment for a period of 14 weeks’ adoption leave. Temporary full time employees are also entitled to paid adoption leave.

Paid adoption leave can be taken at full pay over 14 weeks or half pay over 28 weeks. Untaken paid adoption leave cannot be accrued for future periods of adoption leave. Except as provided for in this section, adoption leave is granted without pay.

5.2.2 Leave to attend adoption interviews

If an employee who adopts a child is required to attend interviews and examinations as part of the adoption procedure, they may use their accrued leave entitlements, or take leave without pay to cover the absence. These occasions are not part of adoption leave.

5.2.3 Leave for the purposes of altruistic surrogacy

- For the primary care giver – 12 months’ leave of which 14 weeks is paid and the remainder unpaid, as per the provisions applicable for adoption leave at 5.2 above.
- For the secondary care giver – access to parental leave as per section 5.3 below.

Altruistic surrogacy leave is available to eligible employees who are able to demonstrate they are the parent of the child as follows:

- Intended parent(s) to notify their employer at least four months before the expected birth and provide a copy of the pre-conception surrogacy agreement, as provided for under the Surrogacy Act 2010 (redacted as necessary to protect the privacy of non-employees)
- At the time they assume the role of primary or secondary carer the employee is to provide a statutory declaration advising that they are now the primary or secondary carer of the child and intend to make application for a parentage order as required under the Surrogacy Act 2010.
- A copy of the parentage order application (redacted as necessary) is provided as soon as practicable after it is lodged
- A copy of the parentage order (redacted as necessary) is provided as soon as practicable after it is granted.

Leave will commence from the date the employee assumes the role of primary or secondary carer of the child.

5.3 Parental Leave Entitlements

Full time and permanent part time staff whose spouse or partner (including same sex partner) is pregnant or is adopting a child may be entitled to parental leave. Temporary full time employees are also entitled to parental leave.
A full time or permanent part time employee who has completed at least 40 weeks’ continuous service prior to the expected date of birth or the date of taking custody of the child is entitled to parental leave of up to 52 weeks. Temporary full time employees are also eligible.

The 52 weeks’ parental leave may be taken as follows:

- One week of paid parental leave is available at the date of birth of the child or at the date of taking custody of an adopted child.
- A further period of unpaid parental leave of up to 51 weeks is available to employees who are to be the primary care giver of the child.

The one week of paid parental leave may be taken at any time during the 52 week parental leave period and may be taken at either full pay over one week or at half pay over two weeks. All other parental leave is unpaid.

Untaken paid parental leave cannot be accrued for future periods of parental leave.

Unpaid parental leave cannot be taken at the same time as the employee’s spouse or partner is on maternity or adoption leave unless approved under the Right to Request provisions.

5.4 Rate of Pay for Maternity, Adoption or Parental Leave

Eligible employees shall be paid maternity, adoption or parental leave at their ordinary rate of pay. Payments may be made, on a normal fortnightly basis, in advance in a lump sum, or at the rate of half pay over 28 weeks for maternity and adoption leave or two weeks for parental leave. Full time employees are paid full time hours during the leave. Permanent part time employees are paid at their contracted part time hours.

Employment records must accurately reflect the hours worked for the purposes of salary and leave accrual. If a permanent part time employee regularly and consistently works either in excess of or less than their contract hours which essentially become the employee’s true hours of work, then appropriate action should be taken to adjust those number of specified hours on a permanent basis.

It is acknowledged that in some cases, permanent part time employees may work hours in excess of their contracted hours on a regular basis but due to the nature of the work, these hours cannot be offered on a permanent basis. In these circumstances, the payment for maternity, adoption or parental leave should be made at the average hours worked over the preceding 40 weeks.

Employees must be informed of their correct hours of work and understand the impact that a variation to their hours has on salary payments and leave accruals.

5.4.1 Higher duties

Employees who have acted in a higher duties position for 12 months or more immediately before taking leave for the birth or adoption of their child are entitled to receive the higher duties allowance for the paid portion of their parental (adoption,
maternity or paternity) leave, up until the conclusion of the approved specified acting period.

5.5 Effect of Part Time Leave Without Pay

These provisions do not apply to part time maternity, adoption or parental leave without pay.

Where an employee is on part time leave without pay when they commence maternity, adoption or parental leave the rate of payment is determined as follows:

- If they commenced the part time leave without pay 40 weeks or less before starting the maternity, adoption or parental leave they are paid at their substantive rate.
- If they commenced the part time leave without pay more than 40 weeks before starting the maternity, adoption or parental leave:

  - Where their part time hours have remained constant over the leave without pay period, they are paid at the part time rate.
  - Where part time hours have varied over the leave without pay period, they are paid at a rate based on the average hours worked over the preceding 40 weeks.

In the case of varying hours, the weekly payments to apply to the paid leave are calculated by the following formula:

\[
\text{Total hrs worked over 40 weeks prior to leave \times Normal weekly Rate of pay} = \text{Weekly Leave period}
\]

Normal weekly hours. over 40 weeks

5.5.1 Further Maternity, Adoption or Parental Leave

The Awards contain provisions on the rate of payment to apply when an employee commences a subsequent period of maternity leave while on maternity leave or on a return to work on a part time basis following maternity leave. The same principles should be applied in situations where an employee is on adoption or parental leave and commences a subsequent period of such leave during the currency of the initial period of leave.

a. Where an employee becomes pregnant while on maternity leave, a further period of maternity leave shall be granted. If an employee enters on the second period of maternity leave during the currency of the initial period of maternity leave, then any residual maternity leave from the initial entitlement ceases.

b. An employee who commences a subsequent period of maternity leave while on unpaid maternity leave is entitled to be paid at their normal rate (i.e. the rate at which they were paid before proceeding on maternity leave).
c. A full time employee who commences a subsequent period of maternity leave during the first 12 months of a return to duty on a part-time basis is entitled to be paid at their substantive full time rate for the subsequent period of maternity leave.

d. An employee who commences a subsequent period of maternity leave more than 12 months after returning to duty on a part-time basis, will be entitled to paid maternity leave for the subsequent period of maternity leave at their part-time rate.

5.6 Other Leave

Maternity, adoption and parental leave consists of an unbroken period of leave. An employee may take any annual leave or long service leave (or any part of it) or accrued ADO’s to which the employee is entitled following maternity, adoption or parental leave. The total period of leave cannot be extended beyond the maximum period of leave, i.e. 12 months from the date of birth or adoption of the child. It should be noted that Annual Leave cannot be taken at half pay.

5.7 Applications for Leave

An employee who intends to take maternity, adoption or parental leave should notify their relevant manager as early as possible so that arrangements associated with their absence can be made. The notification requirements in the Awards are:

- **Maternity leave** – written notice of at least eight weeks
- **Adoption leave** – no specific notice period but the relevant manager should be notified of the intention to take adoption leave as early as practicable
- **Parental leave** – written notice of at least four weeks and in the case of parental leave associated with the adoption of a child, notification should be as early as practicable
- The applications for leave should provide the following information:
  - Detail of all other types and periods of leave to be taken consecutively with the maternity, adoption or parental leave
  - The basis on which the payments will be made
  - Anticipated date of return to duty
  - Anticipated date of return to duty on a part time basis (if applicable)
  - An appropriate certificate stating the expected date of birth (medical certificate) or the date of taking custody of the child (official form or notification)
  - In the case of extended parental leave, the employee must provide a statutory declaration stating the period of any maternity or adoption leave sought or taken by their spouse/partner and that they are seeking extended parental leave to be the primary care giver of the child.

As soon as practicable after the birth of the child, an employee shall notify the relevant manager, in writing, of the child’s date of birth. In respect to adoption leave, the employee should notify the relevant manager in writing if the date of taking custody of the child is other than the date provided in the application for leave.

After commencing maternity, adoption or parental leave, employees may vary the period of leave once without the consent of the relevant manager and then only with
their consent thereafter. A minimum of 14 days’ notice must be given, although less notice may be accepted if convenient.

5.8 Illness Associated with Pregnancy

If, because of an illness associated with her pregnancy, an employee is unable to continue to work then she can elect to use any available paid leave (sick, annual or long service leave) or to take sick leave without pay.

Where an employee is entitled to paid maternity leave, but because of illness, is on paid or unpaid sick leave, annual leave or long service leave prior to the birth, such leave ceases nine weeks prior to the expected date of birth. The employee then commences maternity leave with the normal provisions applying.

Employees who have elected to continue to work prior to the expected date of birth, and who take the occasional day of sick leave during that time, are entitled to utilise sick leave under the normal provisions. In these circumstances, there is no requirement to commence paid maternity leave nine weeks prior to the expected date of birth.

5.9 Right to Request

The Awards contain provisions whereby employees may request:

- To extend the period of simultaneous maternity, adoption or parental leave use up to a maximum of 8 weeks
- To extend the period of unpaid maternity, adoption or parental leave for a further continuous period of up to 12 months
- To return from a period of maternity, adoption or parental leave on a part time basis until the child reaches school age*. Children can start kindergarten at the beginning of the school year if they turn five before 31 July in that year. By law, all children must be enrolled in school by their sixth birthday.

Such requests should be considered having regard to the employee’s circumstances and, provided the request is genuinely based on the employee’s parental responsibilities, may only refuse the request on reasonable grounds related to the effect on the workplace or to service being provided. Such grounds might include cost, lack of adequate replacement staff, loss of efficiency and the impact on customer service.

* The Public Health System Nurses’ and Midwives’ (State) Award does not limit the time for which a request for part time work may be made.

5.10 Access to Reduced Hours for Employees Following Maternity Leave

5.10.1 Returning to Work on a Part Time Basis

Applications from employees seeking access to reduced hours following a return from maternity leave should be approved, and where possible the reduced hours will be available in the person’s substantive role.
The options may include working reduced hours each day over a five day period with rearrangement of work routines as required; job sharing, working from home, and teleworking or, in the case of a manager, a senior staff member providing management support on the times where the returning manager is not on duty.

Providing the returning employee is agreeable, another option is to return them to a different position at an equivalent level.

Consideration of requests for working reduced hours and the outcome of these requests should be documented by the Health Service Facility. Employees who have had requests denied should be advised of appeal mechanisms, which may include the Resolving Workplace Grievance Policy or the relevant Award.

5.10.2 Applying for Return to Work on a Part Time Basis

The following applies to applications for a return to work on a part time basis:

- Employees are required to apply for part time leave without pay to reduce their full time weekly hours of work. The balance of unworked hours will be recorded as unpaid maternity, adoption or parental leave.
- Employees who return from maternity, adoption or parental leave under this arrangement do so for a specific period and retain their substantive hours with the right to convert to those hours at the end of the approved period of part time work.
- Salary and other conditions of employment are applied on a pro rata basis during the period of part time work.
- Employees retain their substantive status as full time staff and as such are not entitled to payment of any part time allowance.

5.11 Maternity, Adoption and Parental Leave Implications – Superannuation

The implications of maternity, adoption and parental leave on superannuation are complex and depend on the individual circumstance in each case. For this reason, employees are encouraged to contact their superannuation scheme for advice in relation to their particular situation and requirements for employer and personal contributions.

5.12 Maternity, Adoption and Parental Leave – Leave Accrual and Increments

5.12.1 Full Pay and Half Pay Leave

Periods of full pay maternity, adoption and parental leave count in full (pro rata for permanent part time employees) for leave accrual and incremental progression.

Periods of half pay maternity, adoption and parental leave count for leave accrual and incremental progression on a pro rata basis. Sick leave is to be adjusted on the anniversary of employment following the employee’s resumption of duty after the leave.
Leave on half pay is paid leave at a reduced rate and is not a combination of full pay leave and no pay leave. As such, periods of half pay leave must not be combined with any subsequent period of unpaid leave when determining the effect, if any, such period of unpaid leave has on an employee’s entitlements.

Public holidays that occur during periods of full pay or half pay maternity, adoption or parental leave are paid at the rate of the leave i.e. either full pay or half pay.

**5.12.2 Full Time Unpaid Leave**

Refer to Section 8 for information on the effect of full time unpaid leave on increments and leave accrual.

**5.12.3 Part Time Unpaid Leave**

Employees who return to duty on a part time basis by taking part time leave without pay accrue leave entitlements on a pro rata basis. See Subsection 8.3.3.

**5.13 Right to Return to Previous Position**

An employee returning from maternity, adoption or parental leave has the right to resume in their substantive role.

If the substantive role no longer exists, the employee is entitled to be placed in a position nearest in status and salary to that of their substantive role and for which they are capable or qualified. Where no equivalent role exists, the employee will be managed in accordance with the Managing Excess Employees policy.

If the role held prior to commencing leave was that of an acting or higher duties nature, the circumstances surrounding return to that role would need to be addressed. There is no entitlement to that position in any permanent sense.

Where a female employee suffered a risk or illness associated with pregnancy and was transferred to a more suitable position or to alternate duties prior to the commencement of maternity leave, they should return to their substantive position.

**5.14 Other Provisions**

The relevant [Award](#) should also be consulted in relation to the following matters:

- Circumstances when an employee will have to work the 40 weeks’ qualifying service to be eligible for paid leave (refer to Subsection 8.3.2)
- Portability of service for entitlement to paid leave
- Provisions for replacement employees
- Illness associated with pregnancy
- Transfer to a more suitable position
- Leave to apply in the case of miscarriage or stillbirth
- Effect of premature birth on maternity leave
- Further pregnancy while on maternity leave.
5.14.1 Commonwealth Paid Parental Leave and Dad and Partner Pay


6 DEVELOPMENT AND STUDY LEAVE

NSW Health supports the professional and career development of its employees. This section provides information and guidance to managers and employees on applying for and assessing applications for development and/or study leave, as well as how leave is administered and processed.

This section does not apply to Health Service Senior Executives, nor to Medical Officers, Career Medical Officers or Staff Specialists where other specific Award provisions apply.

Reference should always be made to the relevant Award, which may contain more specific provisions. In these circumstances, the Award takes precedence.

Development leave is that which may be granted to attend external learning and development activities, such as conferences, seminars and short courses where the employee is not considered to be on duty.

Study leave includes leave that may be granted to undertake tertiary studies at an educational institution, and includes leave for examinations.

An educational institution is any institution accredited to provide tertiary qualifications in accordance with the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF).2 This includes universities, TAFE institutions and registered training organisations (RTOs).

Leave is not required for the following types of employer-supported learning activities that are undertaken on a routine basis and at which employees are considered to be “on duty” such as:

- NSW Health courses or development activities
- Development activities identified and approved in the employee’s development plan
- Mandatory training and education.

Mandatory training and education means training and/or education in a defined subject matter that must be undertaken by specified employees of a NSW Health entity due to:

- A legislative requirement

---

2 AQF levels 1-4 (Certificate); 5 (Diploma); 6 (Advanced Diploma; Associate Degree); 7 (Bachelor Degree) 8 (Bachelor Honours Degree; Graduate Certificate, Graduate Diploma); 9 (Master’s Degree); 10 (Doctoral Degree).
The following table is a summary of leave for development and study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Leave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory training/education</td>
<td>Directly to the organisation to meet legislative, accreditation requirements or as required in a Policy Directive.</td>
<td>Not required, as employee is on duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house or employer arranged</td>
<td>Benefit to employee and meets identified organisational needs</td>
<td>Not required, as employee is on duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference, seminar or short course</td>
<td>Benefit to employee and potential benefit to organisation</td>
<td>Development leave may be approved or may be considered to be on duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary education or other registered training provider</td>
<td>Benefit to employee and potential benefit to organisation</td>
<td>Study leave may be approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal development</td>
<td>Benefit to employee</td>
<td>No leave under this section available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Eligibility for Leave

Leave for development and study activities is at the discretion of the organisation, but should be made equitably available to all eligible employees within NSW Health.

Both permanent and temporary employees (whether full-time or part-time) are eligible to apply for leave. Part-time employees are granted leave on a pro-rata basis. Casual employees are not eligible for this form of leave.

Leave may be granted to an employee where they can demonstrate that the development activity or course of study:

- Relates directly to the employee’s duties and/or
- Relates to disciplines/skill areas in NSW Health and/or
- Has been identified in the employee’s development plan as supporting their career development, and

The proposed leave absences:

- Can be accommodated within the current and expected duties and workload of the employee, and
- Will not adversely affect the proper functioning of the employee’s work area.
6.2 Applicable Development and Study Activities

6.2.1 Seminars, Conferences and Short Courses

Employees may be granted leave (and/or financial assistance) for attendance at seminars or short courses if not considered to be on duty. The amount of leave and/or financial assistance available is at the discretion of the organisation.

Seminars and short courses that are external to the NSW Health Agency are to be recorded in rostering and payroll systems as “Short Course Leave External”.

Conferences external to the Health Agency are to be recorded in rostering and payroll systems as “Conference Leave External”.

6.2.2 Tertiary Study

All employees are encouraged to pursue skills and qualifications in accordance with their development plan. Areas of skill shortages should be identified and strategies developed to address them, including releasing employees from rostered shifts where there are not alternative and feasible attendance options.

Tertiary Study leave is to be recorded in rostering and payroll systems as “Tertiary Study Leave”.

6.2.2(i) Face to Face Courses

The amount of leave granted is at the discretion of the organisation. As a guide, in respect of attendance at an educational institution, employees may be granted 50% of compulsory attendance times, up to four hours per week per semester or term.

Leave for face to face courses are to be recorded in rostering and payroll systems as “Tertiary Study Leave”.

6.2.2(ii) Distance or Online Education

The equivalent amount of leave available if the course was delivered on a face-to-face basis may be granted to employees completing accredited courses via alternative delivery options, such as correspondence or online. The amount of leave granted, particularly in circumstances where equivalence to face-to-face courses cannot be confirmed, is at the discretion of the organisation, up to four hours per week per semester or term.

Distance (including online) Education courses are to be recorded in rostering and payroll systems as “Tertiary Study Leave”.

6.2.2(iii) Residential programs

The amount of leave to attend a compulsory residential program should be based on the specific requirements of the course and is to be negotiated at the time of application for leave.

6.2.2 (iv) Thesis/Research or combination thesis/research/coursework
Periods of leave may also be granted to employees undertaking degrees by thesis, research, coursework, or a combination of these. The amount of leave will be based on four hours per week for each academic year of study. An academic year for these purposes is considered to be a calendar year of full-time study. Where an employee is undertaking the study on a part-time basis, the periods of leave should be granted on a pro-rata basis.

6.2.2 (v) Examinations
The amount of leave to attend examinations for tertiary study should be based on the specific requirements of the individual course. Pre-examination leave should be granted to employees where it is considered appropriate and there is no direct impact on the provision of services. Employees may be granted up to five days per calendar year for time taken to travel to an exam during work hours and/or to sit an exam during work hours.

Any examinations associated with tertiary study or distance education is to be recorded as "Examination Leave".

6.2.2(vi) Travel
With prior approval, employees may undertake necessary travel during working hours to attend lectures, tutorials, exams and other course-related activities that occur outside of working hours. Travel is not a separate leave item, but is included in the approved hours for study and/or examination leave.

6.3 Applying for Leave
Employees who wish to apply for development or study leave must first discuss with their manager the current expected duties and workload for their position, along with the expected workload associated with the development or study activity. It is important that all issues are canvassed to ensure work is not impacted and the employee is able to plan appropriately to meet their study commitments. Discussions must also focus on the leave that may be available, and how it can be taken to minimise the impact of the employee’s absence from the workplace.

Following this discussion, the employee must complete the relevant application form before commencing any development activity or enrolling in a course of study.

Applications for study leave must be made before each semester and must include:

- A copy of the course outline, including details of the subjects/units to be taken, and
- The study leave plan indicating how and when leave entitlements, if approved, will be taken for that semester.

The application must be submitted to the manager with delegation for approval. Applications must be submitted in a timely manner, preferably at least four weeks prior to commencement of the course or semester, to allow for appropriate consideration of the request.
Applications **cannot** be made for failed or repeated subjects.

Local procedures must be put in place for applications for and approval of development and/or study leave, utilising the relevant StaffLink procedures and forms such as the *Study Leave Application Form*.

### 6.4 Assessing the Application

The delegated manager must confirm that:

- The amount of development and/or study leave applied for is within the entitlement allowable.
- Any additional leave required is supported, and
- The proposed leave plan will not impact negatively on the duties and workload of the employee or the functioning of the employee’s work area.

Assessments are to be made on the basis of the eligibility criteria (see Subsection 6.1).

### 6.5 Approval and Review Processes

Managers considering development and study leave applications should liaise with their respective Human Resources (HR) team in order to calculate the employee’s entitlements to leave.

Local procedures should provide for an approval review process which is communicated to all employees. There should be a response to an application for development or study leave within 21 days of receipt. Where the leave is not approved, the review process should be completed within a further 14 days.

If the leave is not approved:

- The reason for non-approval should be clear and in writing to the employee.
- The employee should be advised of the availability of a review process.
- Advice is timely to allow the employee to consider alternative arrangements, such as using recreation leave, leave without pay, etc.

Where the delegated manager approves the application for leave, the employee is informed of the approval in writing. The original application and approval documents must be forwarded to local HR units for placement on the employee’s personal file.

Employees retain their entitlement to approved leave even if they move positions to another area of NSW Health during the approved leave period. A copy of the written approval must be provided in these circumstances.
6.6 Taking Approved Leave

The employee’s manager is responsible for approving leave applications, and must check the applications against the approved development or study leave plan before approving leave applications.

Once the leave detailed in the application and leave plan has been approved, the manager must enter the leave progressively into the time and attendance system (e.g. HealthRoster, Kronos).

Study or examination leave is to be taken from the date of approval or from the nominated date of commencement of studies, whichever is later.

Rather than being taken on a week-to-week basis, leave is available to be taken over the course of study in amounts mutually agreeable between the employee and relevant manager.

Employees who are granted development or study leave for part of a day are expected to work for the remainder of the day or to cover any additional absence with other forms of approved leave. For employees on standard hours, the normal start and finish time at the work location is to be used to calculate the amount of leave and the balance of hours on duty or other leave taken. Employees on flex time may use flex credits to supplement the approved leave.

6.7 Leave Accrual

Leave associated with tertiary studies may be accrued up to a maximum of five days per semester or term and may be accrued until the last examination of the academic year, or the last attendance day of the academic year if there is no final examination.

6.8 Payment for Leave

Leave approved for the purposes of development or study is to be paid on the basis of the employee’s ordinary rate of pay, in relation to the payment of ordinary hours, and excluding penalty rates.

6.9 Workers Compensation

Given the variety of situations in which employees undertake development activities or study, specific advice regarding coverage of workers’ compensation will be provided at the local level.

6.10 Financial Assistance

Fees associated with development or studies required by the organisation should be paid for by the organisation. For example, if the employee is required to attend a conference, complete a course or gain a qualification to meet role requirements, the organisation would pay for such attendance.
Employees are responsible for meeting all fees/costs associated with tertiary studies, and fees associated with other educational activities unless scholarships or other forms of financial assistance are available.

6.11 Withdrawal from Course of Study

If an employee withdraws or discontinues a subject/unit and/or course, they must notify their manager as soon as practicable. Any leave taken after the date of discontinuation or withdrawal will then be processed as recreation leave or leave without pay.

6.12 Completion of Studies

Upon completion of tertiary studies, a copy of the qualification and transcript should be provided for placement on the employee’s personal file and entered into their development history.

7    LONG SERVICE LEAVE

7.1 Introduction

This section does not apply to Health Service Senior Executives.

This section also does not apply to employees under the Ambulance Service of New South Wales Administrative and Clerical Employees (State) Award, the Operational Ambulance Managers (State) Award or the Operational Ambulance Officers (State) Award. Reference should be made to the relevant Awards.

The current long service leave provisions are set out in the relevant Awards and in the Long Service Leave Act 1955.

The rights of employees employed at the date at which the current provisions came into operation have been preserved; therefore, when such employees apply for long service leave, it must be determined which set of provisions is more favourable to the employee in the particular circumstances and long service leave should be paid accordingly. Further information on the former provisions is included at Subsection 7.8.

7.2 Long Service Leave Provisions

Full time employees are eligible for two months’ long service leave after ten years’ service and then five months’ long service leave for each ten years’ service thereafter.

A table translating long service leave entitlements to days of entitlement is set out in an Information Sheet available on the NSW Health Intranet.

Employees with at least seven years’ service and less than ten years’ service are entitled to proceed on a proportionate period of long service leave on the basis of two months’ long service leave for ten years’ service.
Permanent part time employees are entitled to long service leave based on the actual period of service. However, the payment due for the long service leave is at an adjusted monetary rate based on the full time equivalent period of leave.

When taking long service leave, if the employee would otherwise have had a rostered shift fall on a public holiday during the period, the amount of long service leave to be deducted is reduced by one day for the public holiday.

An employee with an entitlement to long service leave may elect to access the entitlement on full pay, on half pay or on double pay.

### 7.3 Effect on other leave entitlements

When an employee elects to access their long service leave entitlement, other leave entitlements will accrue as follows:

a. For each period of long service leave taken on **full** pay – all other leave entitlements accrue at the employee’s ordinary rate.

b. For each period of long service leave taken on **double** pay – all other leave entitlements accrue at the employee’s ordinary rate.

c. For each period of long service leave taken on **half** pay – annual leave entitlements accrue at half the employee’s ordinary rate, while all other leave entitlements accrue at the employee’s ordinary rate.

### 7.4 Long Service Leave on Termination

On termination from the NSW Health Service, an employee is entitled to receive the monetary value of all long service leave accrued and not taken at the date of termination.

Employees who have completed at least five years’ service and less than seven years’ service and whose services are terminated for any reason other than serious and wilful misconduct, or who resign their employment on account of illness, incapacity or domestic or other pressing necessity, are entitled to a pro rata payment for long service leave on the basis of two months’ leave for ten years’ service.

The taxation of long service leave paid on termination differs depending on when the long service was accrued. Employees should seek advice from the Australian Taxation Office or their tax agent about the taxation implications.

### 7.5 Qualifying Service for the Accrual of Long Service Leave

#### 7.5.1 Continuous Service

All full time and permanent part time continuous service in the NSW Health Service counts towards the accrual of long service leave.
For the purpose of this section, continuous service has the same meaning as in the Schedule 2 of the Government Sector Employment Regulation 2014.

7.5.2 Broken Service

The relevant Award should be consulted in the case of broken service in the NSW Health Service to check whether it counts towards the accrual of long service leave.

7.5.3 Leave Without Pay

For an employee with less than ten years' service, leave without pay does not count as service towards long service leave.

Once an employee has completed ten years’ net service (i.e. excluding any leave without pay), leave without pay of less than six months’ duration counts as service for long service leave.

Leave without pay in excess of six months’ duration does not count as service for the accrual of long service leave.

This provision applies to leave without pay taken after the commencement of the current long service leave provisions. See the Information Sheet on the NSW Health Intranet for the relevant date for each Award.

These provisions apply when an employee takes sick leave without pay, or maternity, adoption or parental leave without pay.

7.5.4 Previous Part-time Service

The provisions of each Award should be consulted when assessing previous part time service (where it is not permanent part time service).

Generally, where Awards do allow recognition of previous part time service, this service must be the equivalent of at least two days per week and the part time service must merge without a break with the subsequent full time or permanent part time service. The part time service is converted to a full time equivalent and recognised accordingly.

Permanent part time service attracts the same long service leave entitlements as full time service on a pro rata basis. The part time service that this section applies to is commonly referred to as “old part time”.

7.5.5 Combinations of Full Time and Part Time Service

Full Time and Permanent Part Time

Employees who have a combination of full time and permanent part time service are entitled to long service leave based on the actual period of service. The payment due for the long service leave is at an adjusted monetary rate based on the full time equivalent period of leave.
For example, an employee with 10 years’ full time service and five years’ permanent part time service (at 0.5 full time equivalent) would have 15 years’ service (or 12 years 6 months on a full time equivalent basis). If the employee was to take their full long service leave entitlement they would be paid at the rate which applies to leave which accrues for 12 years 6 months service i.e. 3 months 7½ days.

Full Time, Permanent Part Time and Old Part Time

Employees may have a mixture of previous full time/permanent part time and old part time service. For example, a nursing employee employed as an old part time employee, with eight years’ previous full time service and four years’ completed part time service, the total service for long service leave entitlements would be 12 years and long service leave would be due under the Long Service Leave Act 1955. If the part time employee resigned, they would receive payment for the long service leave accrued and not taken.

If the employee was re-employed sometime later on a full time or permanent part time basis, the employee could only count the previous eight years’ full time service towards the accrual of long service leave as the prior part time service was not continuous with the current employment. After two years’ full time service, the employee would have completed ten years’ service but would only have accrued 12 days’ long service leave. This is the accrual for two years’ service only as the entitlement related to the previous eight years’ full time service has already been paid when they resigned at the earlier date. Further long service leave will accrue on the basis of 15 days per annum for each year of service.

7.5.6 Prior Government Sector or Private Employment

Refer to Section 18 (Staff Mobility) for information about when prior service is counted towards long service leave.

7.6 Part time and Casual employees – Long Service Leave Provisions

Reference should be made to the various Awards for the provisions that apply to part time employees commonly referred to as “old part time employees”. Permanent part time employees are entitled to the same long service leave provisions as full time staff but on a pro rata basis.

Refer to Subsection 7.9 for provisions for part time employees who are eligible for long service leave and who were employed when the long service leave provisions in Awards were varied in the early 1970s.

Part time staff not covered by the savings provisions and casual staff may be entitled to the provisions of the Long Service Leave Act 1955 or any other relevant Determination.

Part time employees covered by the Health Services Union derive their long service leave entitlements from Determination 15 of 2005. A copy of the determination can be found at IB2005_062 – Health Services Union – Award Changes – Memorandum of Understanding – Old Part Time Employees.
7.7 Re-crediting Long Service Leave

Employees who are incapacitated for a period of at least one week while on long service leave may apply to have the period of incapacity re-credited to their long service leave entitlement and debited against their balance of sick leave.

Employees who take long service leave immediately prior to retirement, resignation or termination are not eligible for a re-credit of leave on account of illness.

Other employees must support their application with a medical certificate stating the period of incapacity. The entitlement to have long service leave re-credited is limited to the credit of sick leave available.

Each application for a re-credit of leave should be considered in the light of the circumstances and the nature of the incapacity.

7.8 Minimum Periods of Long Service Leave

While there is no legislative or Award restriction governing minimum periods of long service leave, in NSW Health the usual practice is for long service leave to be granted for periods of seven days or more, provided that the employee has accrued an entitlement to long service leave.

Where an employee and the relevant manager agree, a period of seven days’ long service leave may be taken by an employee, noting that seven days equates to one week, and long service leave accrues over calendar days.

Whilst the taking of long service leave is by mutual agreement between an employee and the relevant manager, where an employee has accrued the appropriate entitlement it should be ensured that there are no unnecessary constraints on that leave being taken at a particular time.

7.9 Notice of Long Service Leave

Employees wishing to apply for long service leave should, at least one month prior to the commencement of the leave, complete an application for long service leave and submit it to the relevant manager. In exceptional circumstances, a shorter period of notice may be approved.

7.10 Former Provisions for Long Service Leave

The long service leave provisions were altered substantially in the early 1970s. The exact date at which they were changed varies and current Awards include reference to the relevant dates (refer to the Information Sheet on the NSW Health Intranet).

The rights of employees employed at the date at which the current provisions came into operation have been preserved; therefore, when such employees apply for long service leave, it must be ascertained which set of provisions is more favourable to the employees in the particular circumstances and the long service leave must be paid accordingly.
The former long service leave provisions in the relevant Award should be consulted. A table setting out the long service leave entitlements under the former provisions is included in an Information Sheet on the NSW Health Intranet.

An employee’s entitlement to long service leave comes from either the former or the current provisions, not a combination of the more attractive elements of each.

7.10.1 Accelerated Accrual

Under the former provisions, some Awards included an accelerated accrual of service for long service leave for employees in hospitals in climatic zones.

Some Awards preserve this provision for employees who were employed on the date the conditions changed and either had service in hospitals in the climatic zones prior to the date the conditions changed; or who were employed in such a hospital at the date the conditions changed.

Employees covered by the Public Health System Nurses’ and Midwives’ (State) Award and the Health Employees Conditions of Employment (State) Award who were employed when the current provisions were introduced and who had or were having service accrued at the accelerated rate and who subsequently resigned and were later re-employed, also retain the option of having long service leave accrue under the former provisions. This applies even though there has been a break in the continuity of service.

A list of facilities that formerly attracted the accelerated recognition of service is listed in an Information Sheet on the NSW Health Intranet.

7.10.2 Broken Service

Under former provisions, in some Awards broken service could be counted towards long service leave more readily than it can now. This entitlement to count broken service towards long service leave is preserved for employees who were employed at the date that the condition changed. The long service leave clauses in current Awards refer to this savings provision where relevant.

Conversely, some Awards are now more generous in terms of recognising broken service than they were under the previous conditions when all service had to be continuous.

7.10.3 Prior Part Time Service

Under former provisions in some Awards, part time and full time service was aggregated to determine the length of service for long service leave. The current requirement for continuity and a minimum of two days per week for previous part time service did not apply.

Current Awards should be checked as some provide that an employee who was full time on the date that the current provisions were introduced and who had prior part time service, may be granted long service leave under the former provisions if they are more favourable.
7.10.4 Part Time Employees

Under current Awards, part time employees are entitled to long service leave under the *Long Service Leave Act 1955*. Under former Award provisions, part time employees were entitled to the accelerated accrual rate if they had service in the hospitals in the climatic zones.

Although the old formulae for calculating part time long service leave differ for each Award, the basic steps of the calculation are:

- Convert the period of part time service to a proportion of full time service (odd days of part time service are counted for calculating the full time equivalent service)
- Calculate the long service leave entitlement (refer to an Information Sheet on the NSW Health Intranet). Once the full time equivalent service is calculated, any odd days are disregarded when determining the long service leave entitlement
- Calculate payment for the entitlement at the full time rate of pay excluding the part time loading.

Note: The part time service referred to above does not include permanent part time service, which attracts the same long service leave entitlements as full time service on a pro rata basis.

7.11 Assessment and Calculation of Long Service Leave Entitlements

The assessment and approval of long service leave claims, including payment at the time of an employee’s resignation or termination includes certifying an employee’s prior service, accurately assessing their entitlement, maintaining adequate records of their applications, calculating correctly the monetary value of the employee’s entitlement and making the necessary payments.

Claims for long service leave should include consideration of previous service, previous long service leave taken or paid to the employee and any periods of leave without pay.

Statutory declarations should only be accepted as a verification of previous service when every other avenue of confirmation of the period of service has been thoroughly investigated. Every attempt to confirm a period of service, as shown on a statutory declaration, should have been made before leave is granted.

When an employee is claiming previous government service under Schedule 2 of the [Government Sector Employment Regulation 2014](#), they should obtain a statement from their previous employer indicating:

- The employee’s date of commencement and termination of employment
- Details of any long service leave taken during employment or paid on termination
• Details of any leave granted, such as leave without pay, which is not counted as service for long service leave
• The reason for termination.

When the long service leave is determined, it will be expressed in months and days. This entitlement must then be converted to a calendar period of leave and the appropriate payment calculated.

8 LEAVE WITHOUT PAY

This section sets out provisions under which employees may be granted leave without pay and details the effect of leave without pay on incremental progression and the accrual and/or entitlement to other forms of leave.

This section does not apply to Health Service Senior Executives.

Employees may also be entitled to, or may have the right to request, full time or part time unpaid maternity, adoption or parental leave. The relevant Award, and the section in this Policy Directive on maternity, adoption and parental leave, provides further information.

8.1 Granting of Leave Without Pay

Employees may be granted up to three years’ leave without pay subject to the following conditions:

• Good and sufficient reason for the leave must be shown and the relevant manager must be satisfied that the employee intends to resume duty on the expiration of their leave.
• In the case of superannuation contributors, the relevant superannuation fund should be contacted for advice. Employees seeking leave without pay in excess of six months may be required to pay not only their own contributions but the employer’s liability for the whole period. Satisfactory arrangements must be made for the employee to pay such contributions as required.
• Employees with annual leave and/or long service leave to credit may conserve such leave when granted leave without pay. However, employees are required to take excess annual leave or accrued ADOs before taking leave without pay.
• The conduct and services of the employee should be satisfactory.
• Where leave without pay is taken, salary is to be reduced by the monetary equivalent of the actual hours rostered.

Where a public holiday or proclaimed local holiday occurs during their period of leave without pay, the employee shall not be credited with the holiday.
8.2 Effect on Salary Increments

Salary increments are subject to deferral by the full amount of leave without pay taken where the period of such leave exceeds 28 consecutive calendar days from the first day of leave without pay.

This provision also applies when an employee takes sick leave without pay and maternity, adoption or parental leave without pay.

8.3 Effect on Leave Entitlements

8.3.1 Long Service Leave

Refer to Subsection 7.4 for information on the qualifying service for the accrual of Long Service Leave.

The same provisions apply when an employee takes leave without pay for reasons related to sickness, maternity, adoption or parental leave.

8.3.2 Other Leave

Leave without pay in excess of 28 consecutive calendar days does not count as service for the purposes of leave entitlements for which a condition of eligibility is a period of service e.g. sick leave, annual leave, paid maternity, adoption and parental leave.

This provision also applies when an employee takes sick leave without pay and maternity, adoption or parental leave without pay.

In relation to eligibility for paid maternity, adoption or parental leave, once an employee has completed 40 weeks’ continuous service, any subsequent leave without pay does not affect the employee’s eligibility for paid leave except if they take more than 40 weeks’ leave without pay, in which case they are required to again work the 40 weeks’ continuous service to be eligible for paid maternity, adoption or parental leave. In this context, leave without pay does not include sick leave without pay, maternity, adoption or parental leave without pay or leave without pay associated with an illness or injury compensable under the Workers Compensation Act 1987.

8.3.3 Effect of Part Time Leave Without Pay

For periods of part time leave without pay of more than four weeks, annual leave and sick leave accrue on a pro rata basis and incremental progression will be based on the hours worked per week.

For employees who have less than ten years’ service, only the hours worked each week count as service toward eligibility for long service leave. The period of service is converted to the full time equivalent and credited accordingly.
Once an employee has worked ten years’ net service, any periods of part-time leave without pay of six months or less are counted in full as service for long service leave entitlements.

Employees who have ten years’ net service or more and who take more than six months’ part-time leave without pay, have only the hours they work each week counted as service for long service leave entitlements.

The time periods referred to above are in relation to the period of the part-time leave without pay, not the full-time equivalent. For example, four weeks’ part-time leave without pay means four calendar weeks at less than full-time hours.

9 **CHRISTMAS CLOSE DOWN**

The Christmas Close down encourages all areas of the government sector not involved in the delivery of front-line services to shut down over the Christmas/New Year period. Employees not involved in the delivery of essential services should be encouraged to take full advantage of the close down period and managers should also be encouraged to release employees wherever possible.

Subject to operational requirements and the relevant Award, managers should direct employees with excessive leave balances onto leave during the close down period.

The dates of the Christmas Close down are advised in the Public Sector Industrial Relations, NSW Treasury Circular issued annually, and communicated across NSW Health by way of an Information Bulletin.

10 **OBSERVING DAYS OF RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE**

NSW Health is committed to accommodating the culturally diverse nature of its workforce by providing leave and flexible work arrangements to observe days of religious significance.

Multicultural NSW provides a guide to days of religious significance to assist in consideration of leave applications.

Employees must seek the approval of their manager to take their accrued leave for religious reasons. Applications for this leave are to be accommodated wherever possible, provided the employee provides their manager with reasonable notice and relevant information about the leave sought.

11 **GOVERNMENT SECTOR EMPLOYEES CONTESTING ELECTIONS**
The provisions for employees contesting State elections are contained in Section 71 of the Government Sector Employment Act 2013. In addition, the Public Service Commission’s website provides detailed information on the provisions for government sector employees contesting Local, State or Federal Elections (refer PSC Circulars 2013- 03 and 2013-04).

12 SPECIAL LEAVE

This section provides detail on a number of types of special leave that are available to permanent or temporary employees. These entitlements are not available to casual staff or Health Service Senior Executives.

12.1 Attendance at State Super Retirement Preparation Seminars

This section applies to employees who are members of the State Authorities’ Superannuation Scheme or the State Superannuation Scheme.

Employees who are members of either of the above schemes, and who are invited by State Super (SAS Trustee Corporation) to attend a retirement preparation seminar are eligible for up to two days’ special leave to attend such seminars (including reasonable travelling time).

12.2 Blood Donors

Employees may be granted special leave to donate blood to the Australian Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service.

The amount of leave granted is restricted to the time reasonably necessary to travel to and from the local Blood Collection Centre and to recuperate after the employee has given blood.

Leave of absence is subject to all essential services being able to be maintained during their absence.

12.3 Bone Marrow Donors

Special sick leave (a separate entitlement from sick leave) will apply for employees, who are called upon to donate bone marrow, for the ordinary working time lost in attending bone marrow donation procedures.

Special sick leave in this instance should be limited to five days on each occasion and is subject to the production of a medical certificate.

Additional leave, if required, may be accessed from leave credits for sick leave, annual leave or long service leave, or taken as leave without pay.
12.4 Jury Duty

The following procedures apply where employees are summoned for jury duty:

1. On receipt of a jury summons, the employee should immediately advise the relevant manager. They should submit an application for special leave where applicable, prior to attending jury duty, attaching the Sheriff’s or Registrar’s notification of their required attendance.

2. An employee who is on jury duty at a time when they would otherwise be required for duty should be granted special leave.

3. The employee maintains their full normal wage/salary during jury duty and cannot claim an attendance fee from the Court. They can however claim out of pocket expenses from the Court.

4. The Sheriff or Registrar, on an employee being discharged from jury duty, will certify particulars of their attendance at Court, including any fees paid. The employee on returning to duty must present this certificate to the relevant manager.

5. When the attendance for jury duty occurs during leave of absence from the normal work place (e.g. on rostered leave, annual leave, etc.) the employee should inform the Sheriff or Registrar that the attendance occurred during a period when they were not required for duty including if necessary, the reason. The Sheriff or Registrar will then pay jury fees which can be retained by the employee.

6. Where jury duty carries over a non-working period to a working period, fees for the non-working period may be retained and special leave will be granted in respect of the working period subject to production of a certification from the Sheriff or Registrar.

12.5 National Aborigines and Islanders Day Observance Committee (NAIDOC) Week

An employee who identifies as an Indigenous Australian may be granted up to one day’s special leave per year to enable them to participate in NAIDOC Week celebrations. The dates for NAIDOC Week are advised by Information Bulletin each year.

Leave can be taken at any time during NAIDOC Week, or the employee may seek approval to take the special leave outside the proclaimed period if, due to work commitments, they are not able to take the special leave within the designated week or as some communities choose to celebrate NAIDOC outside the designated week.

No penalty rates are payable for special leave granted under this section. Applications for this leave are to be accommodated wherever possible, provided the employee provides
their manager with reasonable notice and details of the NAIDOC event in which they are participating.

12.6 Olympic and Commonwealth Games

Employees selected as competitors or officials at the Commonwealth or Olympic Games are entitled to up to four weeks’ special leave to participate in the Games. The same concessions may be granted to competitors or officials taking part in the equivalent Games for athletes with disabilities.

12.7 Leave for Former Australian Defence Force (ADF) Personnel

Up to 6 ½ working days’ special leave is available to ADF services personnel in any period of 12 months, for the following purposes:

- Attending a hospital or visiting a medical officer for review
- Attending a hospital to report for periodical examination or attention in connection with a war caused disability
- Obtaining, replacing or having repaired an artificial limb or member, prosthesis or surgical appliance
- Attending the Department of Veterans’ Affairs in connection with claims made for military pensions.

12.7.1 Sick Leave for War Caused Disabilities

A war caused disability is an injury or illness resulting from armed service in a recognised war zone. Injury or illness resulting directly or indirectly from service in the armed forces but not in a war zone is not regarded as war caused.

Employees who are former armed services personnel and who have an accepted war caused disability receive an additional annual entitlement of 15 days per calendar year non-cumulative. This is an additional grant of leave to be applied only to absences directly related to the war caused disability, and is separate from the annual sick leave, entitlement.

To be eligible for the additional leave, the employee must provide a statement from the Department of Veterans’ Affairs to the effect that the illness or injury is as a result of service in a recognised war zone.

12.8 Volunteer Members of Emergency Organisations

The provisions of this section do not apply where an employee is considered to work in an emergency situation and their absence could jeopardise the proper functioning of the work unit.
12.8.1 Emergency Volunteers

An employee may be granted paid leave of up to five days in any period of 12 months when called upon to assist as a volunteer member of one or more of these organisations:

- The State Emergency Services
- The Volunteer Rescue Association of NSW (or affiliated groups)
- The Rural Fire Service
- The Wireless Institute Civil Emergency Network
- The Cave Rescue Squad
- The Volunteer Coastal Patrol
- The Bushwalkers’ Wilderness Rescue Squad

Where the voluntary organisation remunerates the employee for their work performed they should not also be paid by NSW Health.

12.8.2 Declared Emergencies

Where an emergency is declared under any relevant legislation or by the Governor, employees who volunteer to assist in the emergency are to be granted leave with no upper limit to the leave which may be granted. Leave granted during declared emergencies is not to count towards the five day upper limit specified above.

Where an emergency is declared, for example a declared natural disaster, employees directly affected by the emergency, and whose FACS leave is exhausted, may be granted up to five days’ special leave. The granting of this leave is at the organisation’s discretion where the absence is absolutely necessary (refer to Circular C2010-01).

12.8.3 Proof of Attendance

An application for leave must be accompanied by a statement from the local or Divisional Controller, the Fire Controller, Deputy Fire Controller or the Police, certifying the times of attendance. The leave application should indicate the period and area of attendance together with the name of the organisation to which the volunteer member belonged.

12.8.4 Rest Period

Where a person remains on emergency duty for several days, they may be granted special paid leave to allow them reasonable time for rest before returning to normal duties, except in situations where the days off coincide with the employee’s normal rostered days off duty.

Where a person does not remain on emergency duty for several days but assists in an emergency service at such time as it would be unreasonable to expect them to report for duty at the normal time, then up to one day of leave for rest purposes may be granted.
In the case of an emergency other than a declared emergency, this leave is to be included in the general limit of five days in any period of 12 months.

12.8.5 Emergency Services Courses

Where the Director of State Emergency Services considers it essential that an employee attend a course, every effort should be made to release the person from duty. Where the person is so released, the necessary absence from work is regarded as being on duty.

The Director of the State Emergency Services may also nominate other persons, whose attendance is not regarded as essential, to attend courses, training or lectures. In these circumstances special leave may be granted for the time they are necessarily absent from duty. A certificate of attendance is necessary.

In addition, emergency volunteers nominated to attend courses that are approved or organised by the Rural Fire Service may be granted leave to attend up to ten working days in any period of 12 months.

Applications are to be supported by written approval of the Rural Fire Service. Approval for leave is subject to the employee’s absence not impacting on the provision of services and written confirmation of attendance being provided.

12.9 Witness at Court

12.9.1 In an Official Capacity

When an employee is subpoenaed or called as a witness in an official capacity to attend court on behalf of the Crown (State or Commonwealth) they are regarded as being on official duty and may not retain any monies paid to them as witnesses but must pay the whole of such monies to NSW Health. The employee is entitled to be paid all necessary expenses incurred in consequence of being subpoenaed or called as witness, including travelling expenses if it is necessary to travel to attend court. These expenses shall be met by NSW Health.

When employees are subpoenaed or called as a witness in an official capacity on behalf of a party other than the Crown, they are still regarded as on official duty and may not retain any monies paid to them as witnesses. Out-of-pocket expenses are to be met by the party concerned. A claim for the cost of salary paid during the period an employee so subpoenaed is absent from their duties is to be submitted to the party concerned.

12.9.2 In a Private Capacity

When an employee is subpoenaed or called as witness in a private capacity on behalf of the Crown (State or Commonwealth), they shall be granted special leave with pay and may not retain any monies paid to them as witnesses but must pay the whole of such monies to NSW Health. The cost of travelling and subsistence expenses in such cases will be met by the Attorney General’s Department or Commonwealth Government, as the case may be.
When an employee is subpoenaed or called as witness in a private capacity on behalf of a party other than the Crown, they shall be granted leave without pay or annual leave, as available, and they may retain all monies paid to them as witnesses.

### 12.10 Support for Employees Experiencing Domestic and Family Violence

From 1 January 2019 NSW government sector employees have access to 10 days’ paid domestic and family violence leave per calendar year. This leave is non-cumulative and can be taken in part-days, single days or consecutive days.

This leave can be accessed without the need to exhaust other existing leave entitlements first.

Where there is an existing arrangement for paid domestic and family violence leave in an industrial instrument, NSW government sector employees will have access to the more beneficial arrangement (but not both).

Both ongoing and temporary employees are entitled to the leave. Temporary and part-time employees will be entitled to the leave on a pro-rata basis. These provisions do not extend to casual employees.

Leave is to be available for employees experiencing family and domestic violence, for purposes including:

- Seeking safe accommodation
- Attending medical, legal, police or counselling appointments relating to their experience of domestic and family violence
- Attending court and other legal proceedings relating to their experience of domestic and family violence
- Organising alternative care or education arrangements for their children
- Other related purposes approved by the agency head.

Employees can provide people managers with a range of relevant evidence including:

- A provisional, interim or final Apprehended Violence Order (AVO)
- A certificate of conviction
- A family law injunction
- A medical certificate
- An agreed document issued by the Police Force, a court, a domestic violence support service or a member of the legal profession.

Other initiatives to support victims of domestic and family violence to continue to participate in the workforce include:

- Flexible working arrangements, including changes to start and finish times
- Changes to an employee’s work location, where practicable
- Changing an employee’s work email address and/or phone number
- Employee assistance provider support to employees and their immediate families

---

3 Government sector includes the Public Service, the Teaching Service, the Health Service, the Police Force and the Transport Service.
• Workplace support and role adjustments.

Further information is available at M2018-03 Support for Employees Experiencing Domestic or Family Violence.

13 LEAVE TO UNDERTAKE DEFENCE FORCE DUTIES

This section outlines the amount of leave an eligible employee is entitled to when undertaking any form of Defence Service and should be read in conjunction with the Defence Reserve Service (Protection) Act 2001 (the Act).

13.1 Defence Reserve Service

Paid and unpaid Defence leave is available to employees who are members of the Australian Defence Force Reserves.

a. Paid Defence Reserve Service Leave

Paid leave is available to Reservists for the purposes of rendering certain types of Defence Reserve service, including:

- Initial recruit training
- Compulsory annual training
- Attendance at schools and/or classes of instruction
- Compulsory parades conducted by the employee’s unit.

The maximum amount of paid leave that may be granted during a period of 12 months commencing on 1 July each year is 24 working days on full pay.

b. Defence Reserve Service with Top Up Pay

Where additional leave is required for a Reservist to attend compulsory annual training, at a school, class of instruction or compulsory parade for a period that exceeds the annual paid leave set out above, employees may be granted leave with top up pay.

Top Up Pay is the difference between the Reservist’s pay paid by the Commonwealth Department of Defence and what they would ordinarily receive at work.

During a period of Defence Reserve Service Leave with Top Up Pay, the employee will continue to accrue sick leave, annual and long service leave entitlements and superannuation contributions will be continue to be made at the normal rate.
**Note:** Access to paid leave and top up pay does **not** apply to training undertaken during period of Continuous Full Time Service.

c. **Unpaid Defence Reserve Service leave**

Where a Reservist seeks leave for full time or part time Reserve service that is not covered by the annual entitlement, employees will be granted leave without pay. This includes when a Reservist undertakes Continuous Full Time Service.

A Reservist may also elect to take other forms of accrued leave for the purpose of undertaking this service. Applications for this leave will be assessed on a case by case basis.

d. **Leave for medical examinations**

Up to one day’s special leave may be granted to Reservists to attend medical examinations and tests required for acceptance as volunteer part time members of the Australian Defence Forces.

Where there are serious or legitimate concerns over the implications of releasing an employee for Defence service for a particular period of time or at a particular time, an alternative appropriate time may be negotiated that is mutually convenient to both parties. The Defence Force will attempt to accommodate such concerns wherever possible. However, if a more acceptable arrangement cannot be negotiated, the Act provides that it is an offence for an employer to hinder or prevent an employee from rendering Defence service and that it is an offence to discriminate against them on such grounds.

**13.2 Commonwealth Defence Employer Support Payment (ESP) Scheme**

The ESP Scheme is designed to compensate employers for the absence of employees on Defence service. Further information on the scheme, including the ESP Scheme’s current rate of compensation and how to apply can be obtained from the Defence Reserves Support website, or by phone on 1800 803 485.

**13.3 Further information**

Employees and managers should refer to the Information Sheet (Defence Reserve Leave Guidelines) available on the NSW Health Intranet.

**14 TRADE UNION LEAVE**

This section excludes Health Service Senior Executives.

It applies to trade union activities undertaken by employees. These provisions do not apply if more generous provisions are provided for in an Award.
Except as specified in this section or in Awards, employees who are accredited trade union delegates, or who act as employee representatives, are to do so in their own time, outside their normal working hours and at their own expense.

Trade union or union means a registered trade union, as defined in the Industrial Relations Act 1996 as amended from time to time.

Trade union delegate means an accredited trade union delegate responsible for their workplace and/or a person who is elected by the trade union as its representative, an executive member or a member of the trade union’s council.

14.1 Trade Union Activities Regarded as On Duty

A trade union delegate will be released from the performance of normal duty when required to undertake any of the activities specified at (a) to (h) below.

a. Attendance at meetings of the workplace’s Work Health and Safety (WHS) Committee and participation in all official activities relating to responsibilities of elected WHS Committee members at a place of work as provided for in the Work Health and Safety Act 2011 and Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011.

b. Attendance at meetings with workplace management or workplace management representatives.

c. A reasonable period of preparation time by agreement with management, where operational requirements allow the taking of such time, before:
   - Meetings with management
   - Disciplinary or grievance meetings with a union member that requires the presence of a delegate.

d. Giving evidence in court on behalf of the employer.

e. Appearing as a witness before the Industrial Relations Commission.

f. Representing the trade union at the Industrial Relations Commission as an advocate or as a Tribunal Member.

g. Presenting information on the union and union activities at induction sessions for new employees.

h. Distributing official union publications or other authorised material at the workplace, provided that a minimum of 24 hours’ notice is given to workplace management, unless otherwise agreed between the parties. Distribution time is to be kept to a minimum and is to be undertaken at a time convenient to the workplace.

While undertaking such activities on a normal rostered day on duty, the trade union delegate will be regarded as being on duty and will not be required to apply for leave.
In circumstances where a trade union delegate is not rostered for duty or is on an allocated/additional day off and is not required by NSW Health to undertake these activities, such time will not be counted as time worked.

14.2 Trade Union Leave Activities

The granting of trade union leave with pay will apply to the following activities undertaken by a trade union delegate:

a. Attendance at the annual or biennial conference conferences of the trade union

b. Attendance at meetings of the trade union’s Executive or Councils

c. Attendance at annual conference of Unions NSW and the Congress of the Australian Council of Trade Unions

d. Attendance at meetings called by Unions NSW involving the union which requires attendance of a delegate

e. Giving evidence before an Industrial Tribunal as a witness for the union

f. Reasonable travelling time to and from conferences or meetings to which these provisions apply.

Application for leave for any of the above activities should be accompanied by supporting details, e.g. notice of meeting.

Trade union leave with pay counts as service for all purposes.

14.3 Trade Union Training Courses

The following training courses will attract the grant of paid trade union leave:

a. Accredited WHS courses and any other accredited WHS training for WHS Committee members. The providers of WHS training courses and the conditions on which paid trade union leave for such courses will be granted shall be negotiated between the Chief Executive and the trade union

b. Courses organised and conducted by the trade union or a training provider nominated by the union. A maximum of 12 working days in any period of two years applies to this training and is subject to:
   - The operating requirements of the workplace permitting the grant of leave and the absence not requiring employment of relief staff
   - Payment being at the base rate, i.e. excluding extraneous payments such as shift allowances/penalty rates, overtime etc.
   - NSW Health not being responsible for any travelling and associated expenses incurred in attending such courses
   - Attendance being confirmed in writing to the relevant manager by the
trade union or a nominated training provider.

Trade union leave with pay counts as service for all purposes.

14.4 Trade Union On Loan Arrangements

Subject to the operational requirements of the workplace, on loan arrangements will apply to the following activities:

a. Meetings interstate or in NSW of a Federal nature to which a union member has been nominated or elected by the trade union as:
   • An Executive Member
   • A member of a Federal Council
   • A member of a vocational or industry committee

b. Briefing counsel on behalf of a trade union

c. Assisting union officials with preparation of cases or any other activity outside their normal workplace at which the trade union delegate is required to represent the interests of the union

d. Country tours undertaken by a member of the Executive Council of the Union

e. Taking up of full time duties with the Union (excluding Elected Office)

f. The following financial arrangements apply to the occasions when an employee is placed on loan to the union:
   • The trade union or delegate or an authorised union representative who services are “on loan” to the union will continue to be paid by NSW Health.
   • NSW Health will seek reimbursement from the union at regular intervals of all salary and associated on-costs, including superannuation.
   • Agreement with the union on the financial arrangements, including agreement on leave matters, must be reached before the on loan arrangement commences and must be documented in a manner negotiated between the Chief Executive and the union.

g. On loan arrangements negotiated in terms of this section are to be regarded as service for the accrual of all leave, for incremental progression and for continuity of employment purposes

h. On loan arrangements may apply to full time or part time employees and are to be kept the minimum time required. Where the trade union needs to extend an on loan arrangement, they shall approach the Chief Executive in writing for an extension of time well in advance of the expiration of the current period of on loan arrangement
14.5 Period of Notice for Trade Union Activities

The Chief Executive or their nominee must be notified in writing by the union or, where appropriate, by the trade union delegate as soon as the date and/or time of the meeting, conference or other accredited activity is known.

14.6 Access to Facilities by Trade Union Delegates

The workplace shall provide trade union delegates with reasonable access to the following facilities for authorised union activities:

a. Telephone, facsimile and, where available, email facilities
b. A notice board for material authorised by the union or access to staff notice boards for material authorised by the union
c. Workplace conference or meeting facilities, where available, for meetings with members, as negotiated between local management and the union.

14.7 Travelling and Other Costs of Trade Union Delegates

a. Except as specified in point (c) of Subsection 14.10, Responsibilities of Workplace Management, travel and other costs incurred by trade union delegates in the course of union activities will be paid by the union.

b. In respect of meetings called by the workplace management in terms of point (c) of Subsection 14.10, Responsibilities of Workplace Management, the payment of travel and/or accommodation costs, properly and reasonably incurred, is to be made, as appropriate, on the same conditions as apply under Award provisions for excess fares and travelling and/or relevant policy directives.

c. No overtime, leave in lieu, shift penalties or any other additional costs will be claimable by an employee in respect of union activities covered by paid trade union leave or trade union on duty activities provided for in this policy directive.

d. The on loan arrangements shall apply strictly as negotiated and no extra claims in respect of the period of on loan shall be made by the trade union or the employee.

14.8 Responsibilities of the Trade Union Delegate

Responsibilities of the trade union delegate are to:

a. Establish accreditation as a delegate with the trade union and provide proof of accreditation to the workplace
b. Participate in the workplace consultative processes, as appropriate
c. Follow the dispute settling procedure applicable in the workplace
d. Provide sufficient notice to the relevant manager of any proposed absence on authorised trade union business

e. Account for all time spent on authorised trade union business

f. When trade union leave is required, to apply for that leave in advance

g. Distribute trade union literature/membership forms under local arrangements negotiated between the Chief Executive and the union

h. Use any facilities provided by the workplace properly and reasonably as negotiated at organisational level

14.9 Responsibilities of the Trade Union

Responsibilities of the trade union in respect of trade union activities are to:

a. Provide written advice to the Chief Executive about a union activity to be undertaken by a trade union delegate and, if requested, to provide written confirmation to the workplace management of the delegate’s attendance/participation in the activity

b. Meet travelling, accommodation and any other costs incurred by the trade union delegate, except as provided in paragraph (iii) of Section 14.10: Responsibilities of Workplace Management

c. Pay promptly any monies owing to the workplace under a negotiated on loan arrangement

d. Provide proof of identity when visiting a workplace in an official capacity, if requested to do so by management

e. Apply to the Chief Executive well in advance of any proposed extension to an on loan arrangement

f. Assist the workplace management in ensuring that time taken by the trade union delegate is accounted for and any facilities provided are used reasonably and properly

g. Advise of any leave taken by the trade union delegate during the on loan arrangement.

14.10 Responsibilities of Workplace Management

Where time is required for trade union activities in accordance with this policy directive the responsibilities of the workplace management are to:

a. Release the trade union delegate from duty for the duration of the trade union activity, as appropriate and, where necessary, to allow for sufficient travelling time during the ordinary working hours.

b. Advise the trade union delegate of the date of the next induction session for new employees in sufficient time to enable the trade union to arrange representation at the session.
c. Meet the travel and/or accommodation costs properly and reasonably incurred in respect of meetings called by the workplace management.

d. Where possible, provide relief in the position occupied by the trade union delegate in the workplace, while the delegate is undertaking union responsibilities to assist with the business of workplace management.

e. Re-credit any other leave applied for on the day to which trade union leave or release from duty subsequently applies. This does not apply where the trade union delegate is rostered off duty on the day they are required to perform trade union activities or is on an allocated/additional day off duty.

f. Continue to pay salary during an on loan arrangement negotiated with the union and to obtain reimbursement of salary and on-costs from the union at regular intervals, or as otherwise agreed between the parties if long term arrangements apply.

g. Verify with the union the time spent by a trade union delegate on union business, if required.

h. If the time and/or the facilities allowed for trade union activities are thought to be used unreasonably and/or improperly, to consult with the union before taking any remedial action.

15 LEAVE MANAGEMENT

This section provides instruction on the administration of leave and leave records including under what circumstances leave counts as service, how leave should be recorded, the maintenance of personal files and when higher duties allowances are payable during leave.

15.1 Leave as Service

All periods of paid leave are regarded as service during which time employees continue to accrue normal leave entitlements. Terminating employees may elect to have their untaken accrued annual leave paid as a lump sum or take the annual leave as service.

Where an employee elects to take the leave as service, the annual leave credit is determined as at their last day of duty. The accrued annual leave is then paid and treated as if the employee were taking the leave. The date of the expiration of the accrued annual leave becomes the last day of service. This last day of service then becomes the date for the final annual leave calculation and payment is made for untaken leave accrued to that date.

Pro rata annual leave paid as a gratuity on termination does not count as service for the calculation of long service leave. As details of service for long service leave entitlements are taken from staff leave records, it is important that these indicate the employee’s last date of actual service, noting separately the payment of pro rata leave.
15.2 Recording of Leave

Details of all leave taken are to be recorded in the employee’s service records.

15.2.1 Annual Leave

Entitlements to annual leave are expressed differently in some Awards from others. Awards should be checked to determine how annual leave accrues.

Leave accruing is usually recorded on the anniversary of commencement. An interim accrual would need to be recorded when an employee wished to take all leave due on a date which did not coincide with an anniversary, or on the employee’s termination, when all accrued leave due is either paid as a lump sum or is transferred to another NSW government sector service under the NSW government sector mobility provisions or to a non-declared affiliated health organisation under the arrangements provided in the Health Services Regulation 2008.

The quantum of accrued annual leave for which an employee receives a lump sum payment on termination is not counted as service for the calculation of long service leave.

15.2.2 Sick Leave

Sick leave taken is recorded on the employee’s service record in hours. Computerised rostering systems will automatically update staff records when sick leave is taken and automatically provide a balance of hours due or convert sick leave taken to sick leave without pay where necessary.

Sick leave entitlements are cumulative and there is no limit to the balance which can accumulate. Unless the sick leave credit is transferred with the employee to another NSW government sector service under the NSW government sector mobility provisions or to a non-declared affiliated health organisation under the arrangements provided in the Health Services Regulation 2008, an untaken sick leave balance lapses on termination of service and cannot be revived even if the employee resumes service with the same employer at a later date.

New employees are entitled to their first year’s sick leave on the first day of the fourth month of employment (immediately after the three months’ qualifying period). However, if an employee has transferred a credit of sick leave from another NSW government sector service under the NSW government sector mobility provisions or from a non-declared affiliated health organisation under the arrangements provided in the Health Services Regulation 2008, this is available immediately, and the date of credit of further entitlements will be the anniversary of commencement with the previous organisation.

15.2.3 Long Service Leave

Details of all long service leave taken, accrued and transferred from other organisations under the employee mobility provisions must be recorded accurately on the employee’s service record.
15.3 Employees transferring within the NSW Health Service

When employees move between Divisions of the NSW Health Service, there is no termination of service as they retain the same employer and therefore retain their accrued leave entitlements.

15.4 Higher Duties prior to Taking Leave

Employees who have been undertaking higher duties continuously for one year or more in the same higher graded position and who continue to act in that position, are eligible for payment of the higher duties allowance for any annual leave, long service leave, sick leave or family and community service leave which is taken during the further period of relief.

The Public Health System Nurses' and Midwives' (State) Award provides that employees who act in a vacant management position continuously for more than six months are deemed conditionally appointed to that position.

16 ALLOCATED DAYS OFF, ANNUAL LEAVE AND DEBITING OF LEAVE – 38 HOUR WEEK

This section describes payroll procedures in relation to the debiting of leave and ADOs for employees who work a 38 hour week, are entitled to ADOs and who are covered by the following Awards:

- Health Employees’ Conditions of Employment (State) Award
- Hospital Scientists (State) Award
- Public Health System Nurses’ and Midwives’ (State) Award
- Public Hospital Career Medical Officers (State) Award
- Public Hospitals Medical Officers Award
- Public Hospitals (Professional and Associated Staff) Conditions of Employment (State) Award.

This section is not applicable to Health Managers Levels 5 and 6.

16.1 Annual Leave

Annual leave is to be credited in multiples of 38 hours for each week and in multiples of 7.6 hours for each additional day e.g. for work performed on Sundays and/or public holidays.

Annual leave is to be debited and paid in multiples of 38 hours for each complete week taken and in the proportion of 95% of actual rostered hours taken for periods of less than one week. The same 95% proportioning applies to leave loading and annual leave shift penalties (e.g. roster for leave period is 40 hours – payment is for 38 hours’ annual leave and 38 hours' loading/penalties).
The 95% proportioning ensures that the leave debit equates to the payment made as a full time employee working an eight hour day is actually paid 7.6 hours’ salary under the direct rostering system. However, where an employee who does not receive ADOs (e.g. works 7.6 hours per day over five days or 9.5 hours per day over four days), takes one day of annual leave, such leave will be debited according to the time worked, not at 95%.

Where payment is made in lieu of additional leave accrued for work performed on Sundays/public holidays it is to be made on the basis of 7.6 hours per day.

16.2 Sick Leave

Sick leave is to be credited on the basis of 76 hours per year and debited on the basis of the actual hours rostered.

Up to an additional four hours' sick leave is available once the 76 hours entitlement has been exhausted in any one year and if the staff member has no sick leave entitlement carried over from previous years.

For example, if an employee who works eight hour shifts is absent on sick leave for a total of ten working days in any one year and has no sick leave carried over from previous years, they will continue to be paid an additional four hours on the tenth day of sick leave even though no sick leave credit exists.

The additional payment will not affect the subsequent year’s sick leave entitlement i.e. this additional sick leave is special sick leave, not sick leave in advance.

16.3 Leave Without Pay

Where leave without pay is taken, salary is to be reduced by the monetary equivalent of the actual hours rostered.

16.4 Allocated Days Off (ADOs)

An eligible employee is entitled to 12 ADOs per year. This excludes employees who work 7.6 hours per day over five days or 9.5 hours per day over four days and employees who average 38 hours per week over a period longer than four weeks.

This entitlement is implemented by granting an ADO in each 28 day roster cycle but not during the first four weeks of each year’s annual leave entitlement. A year is defined as the period between two consecutive anniversary dates. However, where no annual leave is taken in any one year (e.g. during the first year of employment) an employee will be granted 13 ADOs in that year and 11 in the subsequent year. Additionally, where an employee is granted leave without pay which covers a full 28 day cycle, no ADO is to be granted for that cycle, thus reducing their entitlement in that year to fewer than 12 ADOs. ADOs do not accrue during periods of Long Service Leave or workers compensation.

Accurate records need to be maintained to ensure the correct number of ADOs are granted in any particular year. In order to ensure that only 12 ADOs are granted, in
one of the 28 day roster cycles during the year in which an employee takes some part of their annual leave, no ADO is to be granted during the remaining part of that cycle during which the employee is rostered for duty.

17 METHODOLOGY OF CALCULATION OF ENTITLEMENT – PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

Refer to the Information Sheet on the NSW Health Intranet.

18 STAFF MOBILITY

This section describes entitlements and procedures for the transfer of leave when employees, including members of the Executive Services, move between the NSW Health Service and other NSW government sector services. It also deals with entitlements for employees moving between the NSW Health Service and non-declared affiliated health organisations.

These provisions do not apply to employees moving between Divisions of the NSW Health Service as they retain the same employer.

Information on recognition of service with Commonwealth or interstate agencies for Long Service Leave can be found in Subsection 18.1.3.

Cross government sector leave arrangements

Cross government sector leave arrangements apply where an employee has been permanently transferred between NSW government sector agencies. The cross government sector leave arrangements are found in the Government Sector Employment Act 2013 and the Government Sector Employment Regulation 2014.

The Health Services Regulation 2008 provides arrangements for the transfer of leave entitlements for persons moving from a non-declared affiliated health organisation to the NSW Health Service and vice versa.

Schedule 2 of the Government Sector Employment Regulation 2014 applies to transfers after February 2014. Schedule 3A of the Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2002 applied to transfers that occurred between 1 January 2006 and February 2014. For transfers that occurred prior to 1 January 2006, the provisions of the Transferred Officers Extended Leave Act 1961 still apply despite the fact that this Act is now repealed.

Special arrangements apply for the cashing in of accrued annual and long service leave on first appointment to the Health Service Senior Executive (see Subsection 18.4).

The provisions of this section should be read in conjunction with the relevant legislation.
18.1 Government Sector Staff Mobility

The cross government sector leave arrangements are subject to the employee ceasing with one NSW government sector service and commencing service immediately with another NSW government sector service or with the service being regarded as continuous.

The definitions of “continuous” and “immediately follows” in Schedule 2 of the Government Sector Employment Regulation 2014 should be considered when determining if an employee is entitled to the provisions. Generally, under the definition of “immediately follows”, a break of up to two months is allowed between the periods of employment.

The definition of “continuous” and “immediately follows” may also be applied to employees who cease employment in the NSW Health Service at one NSW Health organisation and then take up such employment at another NSW Health organisation.

18.1.1 Up to Two Months Break – Effect on Leave

Where an employee does not commence duty on the next working day after ceasing a period of employment, a period of time of up to two months between ceasing and starting a new period of employment does not break continuity of service but it does not count towards the accrual of any leave entitlements. This does not apply if the employee is on approved leave during the time between the two periods of employment.

When the employee commences they retain any relevant anniversary dates for accrual of leave from the former period of employment. Future leave entitlements are adjusted to take account of any leave that is transferred or paid out on ceasing a period of employment and the time between the two periods of employment.

18.1.2 Annual (Recreation) Leave

An employee who ceases employment in one NSW government sector service and immediately commences employment in another NSW government sector service may elect to be paid the monetary value of accrued annual leave on termination, or have their entitlement (including the cost of leave loading of 17½% on all remaining base annual leave) transferred on commencement with the new employing organisation. Future accrual of annual leave and annual leave loading will be as per the conditions applying in the new employing organisation.

Where the employee elects to transfer their entitlements, the transferring NSW government sector service is to pay funds equivalent to the value of accrued entitlements (including the dollar value for unpaid annual leave loading and pro rata annual leave loading) to the receiving NSW government sector service.

If an employee elects to transfer their annual leave entitlement and they have in excess of 40 days to credit, the new employing organisation may require the employee to take payment for the leave in excess of 40 days.
Special arrangements apply for the cashing in of accrued annual (recreation) leave on first appointment to the Health Service Senior Executive (see Subsection 18.4 for details).

### 18.1.3 Long Service (Extended) Leave

An employee ceasing employment in one NSW government sector service and commencing employment in another NSW government sector service may elect to be paid the monetary value of accrued long service leave on termination, or have their entitlement transferred on commencement with the new employing organisation.

An employee who moves between NSW government sector services shall have their period of service recognised for the purposes of calculating long service leave, provided that the prior service is continuous and the employee’s employment in the new NSW government sector service immediately follows their employment in the former organisation.

Where the employee elects to transfer their entitlement, the following shall apply:

- For employees with less than five years’ aggregate service, no funds transfer is required, however the years of service count towards recognised service for long service leave.
- For those employees with five years’ and longer service an amount equivalent to the accrued entitlement shall be transferred calculated at the salary rate applicable prior to transfer.

If an employee was previously employed in a NSW government sector service, they may elect to transfer their accrued long service leave entitlement when they commence employment in the NSW Health Service. Alternatively, they may elect to be paid the monetary value of their accrued long service leave when they cease employment with the former NSW government sector service.

Employees previously employed in Commonwealth or interstate agencies can have previous service recognised for long service leave purposes but cannot transfer any accrued long service leave entitlements. Any accrued leave is deemed to have been taken or paid out on ceasing with the Commonwealth or interstate agency.


### 18.1.4 Non-declared Affiliated Health Organisations

The Health Services Regulation 2003 provides for the arrangements for the transfer of leave entitlements (including long service leave) for persons moving from a non-declared AHO to the NSW Health Service and vice versa.
The Regulation provides that if a person ceases employment with a non-declared AHO and immediately commences employment in the NSW Health Service, they are taken to have the amount of any accrued long service leave to which they were entitled immediately before ceasing to be employed by the non-declared AHO. The same applies when someone moves from the NSW Health Service to a non-declared AHO.

The following provisions apply in relation to the transfer of the leave:

In relation to a person’s accrued long service leave entitlement, a break in employment of up to two months is allowed:

- A person may elect to be paid the monetary value of accrued long service leave rather than retaining the entitlement.
- The previous employer is liable for the cost of long service leave entitlements that had accrued up to the date of cessation of employment.
- These arrangements do not apply when a person ceases to be employed by a non-declared AHO by the operation of an order under Section 64 of the Health Services Act 1997.
- Where an employee elects to transfer their entitlement to annual leave to the new employer, any annual leave loading entitlement is also transferred. The previous employer is liable for the cost of the transferred annual leave loading entitlement.

18.1.5 Prior Service in Community Health and Fifth Schedule Hospitals

In 1986, employees of the Community Health Services administered by the Ministry of Health were transferred to the Area Health Services. The prior service in Community Health Services is recognised as service for long service leave.

Employees who have prior service in a Fifth Schedule Hospital and who were employed in a public hospital or Area Health Service on or after 1 July 1989, have the prior service in the Fifth Schedule Hospital recognised for the purposes of long service leave.

18.1.6 Medical Officers with the Surf Life Saving Association

Previous service as a medical officer with the Surf Life Saving Association can be counted as service for long service leave purposes. The service must be continuous in accordance with Schedule 2 of the Government Sector Employment Regulation 2014.

18.1.7 Nursing Services in Private Hospitals

The Public Health System Nurses’ and Midwives’ (State) Award provides that employees under that Award are able to count previous service in a licensed private hospital towards their long service leave entitlement if the private hospital becomes a public hospital and the staff member working in the private hospital remains working at the hospital in the NSW Health Service. The service is counted as the rate of 75% of actual time served.
18.1.8 Health Service Senior Executives

Special arrangements apply for the cashing in of accrued long service (extended) leave on first appointment as a Health Service Senior Executive (see Subsection 18.4 for details).

18.1.9 Sick Leave

An employee who ceases employment in one NSW government sector service and immediately commences employment in another NSW government sector service retains the same amount of accrued sick leave as was accrued on termination of employment with the transferring NSW government sector service.

The future eligibility of an employee to sick leave is to include the amount accrued with the former NSW government sector service and any amount determined in accordance with the conditions in the new NSW government sector service. Under these arrangements there is no “cashing-in” of sick leave or ‘funds transfer’ for accrued sick leave.

18.1.10 Maternity, Adoption, Parental Leave, etc

This section applies for the purposes of determining whether an employee who ceases to be employed in one NSW government sector service and immediately commences employment in another NSW government sector service is entitled to maternity leave, adoption leave, parental leave or any other leave (other than long service leave) for which a condition of eligibility is a period of service.

The new NSW government sector service must take into account all continuous previous employment and service at the date of transfer. The entitlements are determined in accordance with the new NSW government sector service’s conditions. No transfer of funds is required in connection with this entitlement.

18.1.11 Access to Forfeited Sick Leave

Employees with continuous service in a NSW government sector service who prior to 13 October 1995 moved to a new NSW government sector service and were not able to transfer their sick leave credit, may access those forfeited sick leave credits at the discretion of the employer when all current sick leave credits have been exhausted.

No payments may be effected on cessation of employment.

18.2 Accumulated Allocated Days Off

Where an employee gives notice that they are intending to transfer to another NSW government sector service or to another Division of the NSW Health Service, all reasonable steps should be taken to eliminate any accumulated allocated days off (ADOs) prior to the last day of service.
The NSW government sector mobility provisions do not provide for the transfer of accumulated ADOs between NSW government sector services. Any accumulated ADOs remaining on an employee’s last day of service are to be paid out.

In relation to the transfer of employees between Divisions of the NSW Health Service, where there are still accumulated ADOs on their last day of service in the Division, these are to be paid out to the employee by the Division from which the employee is transferring.

18.3 NSW Health Service Financial Arrangements

The financial/accounting arrangements to cover the government sector mobility arrangements are set out below. These arrangements apply when employees transfer to another government sector agency (or vice versa).

These financial/accounting arrangements also apply when employees transfer to another Division of the NSW Health Service. This type of transfer does not involve a change of employer but there is still a need to affect a transfer of the leave liability to the new Division.

The financial/accounting arrangements also apply when employees move between the NSW Health Service and non-declared AHOs as described in Section 18.1.4.

These arrangements apply to all health organisations, as defined in the Accounts and Audit Determination.

18.3.1 Transferor Division of the NSW Health Service

The Division of the NSW Health Service from which an employee is transferred, is to effect payment against the annual leave provision account. The entry is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Dr} & \quad \text{Provision (Liability) Account} \\
\text{Cr} & \quad \text{Bank}
\end{align*}
\]

18.3.2 Transferee Division of the NSW Health Service

The Division of the NSW Health Service to which an employee transfers is to ensure that monies are received from the former public sector employer or former Division of the NSW Health Service or non-declared AHO for annual leave transferred. Alternatively, in the case of transfers from another public sector employer or in relation to employees formerly employed by a non-declared AHO, the Division is to ensure an acquittance is received which clearly indicates that the former employer effected payment to the individual concerned. Assuming payments are to be made to the Division to which an employee transfers, the following entries apply:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Dr} & \quad \text{Bank} \\
\text{Cr} & \quad \text{Provision (Liability) Account}
\end{align*}
\]
18.3.3 Transfer of Leave Affiliated Health Organisations (AHOs)

Transfers to and from AHOs are to be accompanied by payment of the value of both annual leave and long service leave noting that, unlike controlled NSW Health entities, the long service leave liability for the AHO is not assumed by the Crown and is specifically reported as a liability by such entities in their annual financial statements.

When effecting payment to an AHO for long service leave, the following entries apply:

Dr Receivables
Cr Bank

(upon payment to the AHO).

Dr Bank
Cr Receivables

(Upon recoupment from Treasury via the Ministry of Health).

When receiving payment from an AHO for long service leave, the following entries apply:

Dr Bank
Cr Payable

(Upon receipt from AHO).

Dr Payable
Cr Bank

(Upon payment to Treasury via Ministry of Health).

18.3.4 Cash Management

It remains the responsibility of management to determine the cash that needs to be made available each year to fund leave payments.

Under the principles of accrual accounting, NSW Health organisations are to determine the amount of cash required each year from the Operating Budget to meet annual leave payments inclusive of any known commitments for leave liability transferred in accordance with these arrangements.

No requests for supplementation to meet cash leave payments will be considered by the Ministry and management should therefore ensure that cash management is
adequately planned in accordance with the above, e.g. for a three year period, to identify any significant movements which are likely to occur for which additional cash will be needed.

18.4 Health Service Senior Executives

18.4.1 First Appointment as an Executive – Accrued Leave

Clause 42 of the Government Sector Employment Regulation 2014 provides for the payment or part payment of accrued annual (recreation) and long service leave on first appointment to an executive position if the person was previously employed in the NSW Health Service otherwise than as a Health Service Senior Executive. The monetary value of the leave is calculated at the rate of pay applicable immediately prior to the appointment to the executive position.

An election by the executive for the payment or part-payment of accrued leave needs to be made within **28 days** of their employment as an executive.

The person retains any rights to long service, annual, sick or other leave accrued (other than that which has been paid as a gratuity as described above).

18.4.2 Notional Salary

Notional salary is used for a number of purposes, including the cashing in of annual and long service leave and paying out Health Service Senior Executive entitlements on termination. Notional salary is also used to calculate temporary assignment allowances when a non-executive is temporarily assigned to act in an executive role.

NSW Treasury advises of the Public Service Senior Executive Service notional salary, which also applies to Health Service Senior Executives. Advice in relation to the notional salary can be found at the NSW Treasury website (Circulars).